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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Statement of the Problem

The problem presented to this study was as follows:
do the pastors of the churches in the Oregon Conference

To what extent
of the Free

Methodist Church practice the principles of Christian education in the
local church?
B.

Importance of the Study

Christian education :Qa.s become increasingly
year.

impor~t

from year to

Leaders in the field of Christian education have come t o realise

this fact.

The necessity for a change in the practt:oes of Christian educ-

ation within the local church is apparent, but the question uppermost
the minds of the pastors is what this change includes.

As· far

as

in

it is

possible to ascertain there have been no studies conducted in the conference on this subject. Therefore, it was felt that such a study would be
timely, because of the urgent need of the pastors for help in this field.

c.

Purposes and Objectives

The p:urpose of this study was to compare the past or's responsibilities in Christian education as they are defined by successful authorities
in Christian education, with the practice of the pastors in the

Conference of the Free Methodist Church.

Oregon

After the comparisons were made,

certain conclusions were drawn with the intention of making available,

to

the pastors of the conference, some suggested improvements for their program of Christian education.

'I

I

2

/
I
D.

Limitations of the Study

The study was limited to the Christian educational phase of the
pastor's work and his
based

relat~orisllip

to the Sunday school.

The study was

upon information obtained from nineteen of the thirty-five Sunday

schools of the en.tire, Oregon Conference of the Free Methodist Church.
The study dea1t primarily with the responsibilities of the pastor.
wlil not

It

intended as a study in the responsibilities of the Sunday school

superintendent, and teachers.
E.

Me.thods of Proeedure

Source of Materials. The sources of the materials were the libracy of Western Evangelical Seminary and the personal library of th0

writer. Statements of men well qualified in the field of Christian
education, were also used.

tiomiaires that were given

Much
~ut

information was obtained through ques-

to the pastors of the confe·r ence.

Methods. The method.1.; of procedure tbat ·:was U.Sed was the intervie •
Each

pastor was interviewed separately. The questions· were- asked· and the

questionnaires were filled out. by the·-writer.

Later, ail of the informa.-

tion was classified for use in the thesis. Authoritative sources were

quoted concerning the responsibilities of the pastor
~hen

~

Christian education.

the findings. from the questionnaires were given. A comparison was

ma.de of the theories with practices of

the pastors in the Oregon

Conference.
F.
~

De:f'inition of Terms

Conference. Since this study was concerned with tlile r.:espon-

)

~-

sibilities of the pastor in Christian education in the Oregon Conference
of

the Free Methodist Church, the Conference refers to the Oregon

Conference of the Free Methodist Church.
Y. P. M. §..

The. Young People's

Missionary Society of the Free

Methodist Church is abbreviated Y. P. M.

s.

This is the official name

of the young people's organization of the Free Methodist Church.

Chorus. A choir without robes.

In the Free Methodist Church, it

is known. as a chorus.

General Superintendent. The General Superintendent is the main
administrative officer of the Sunday school. in the local church.
G.

Statement of Organization

In the organization of the study each chapter deals with a partic1il.ar

~of th~~tor' s

responsibilities in Christian education. Chap-

ter two dealt with general. duties of the pastor.

Chapter three was

concerned with the supervisory responsibilities of the pastor. Leadership
education and development were present in chapter four, and a,dminfo,t rat ion was dealt with in chapter five.

In chapter six Christian educational
/

program building was presented and in chapter· seven evangelism in the
Sunday school was dealt with. After the theoretical and the practical
were compared, in each of these phases of Christian education,.

C:onclu-

sions, were reached and recommendations were placed in the last chapter of
the study.

I

}
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CB.APTER II
THE GENERAL

DUTIE.~LOK

THE.. PA.$TOR IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

A. Introduction
The pastor who is ca:lled of God to preach the Gospel of .Teslis
Christ, is also called to lead in the work of Christian education.
Jesus said:

"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in

the name of the Father and of the Son, arl.d of the Holy Ghost:
them to observe a11 things wha.t-so-ever ·I have commanded you:
am with you alway, even unto the end of the world. Amen."

of Christ is to all Christians.

l.

Teaching
and, 1.o, I

This command

·Therefore it is the duty of all pastors

to ins!>ire and instruct the Christian .people in. the work af Christian
education.

2

This chapter is concerned with the general duties

pastor in Christian education.
~piring

of the

This includes . his·,:· responsibilities of

and instructi.ng.the people.

B. Inspiring the People
The church has been carrying on the work-e-f Christian education
for many years, but the church must be inspired if it is to realize the
tremendous possibilities it has in Christililll education.
tor's duty to inspire the church.

It is the pas-

He is to keep the educational work

of the church before the Official beard and the · congregation.

In his

preaching, he is to show the meaning of Christian education and its
importance in the home and church.
help them,

In his calls upon workers he should

inspire them, and provide them.materials fer their work. He

is to take them

to conventions,

conferences, and institutes.

He can

!

5

I

suggest good books that will aid them in their work.
commend them publicl..y,

He can also

or through the use of bulletin boards, posters

newspapers, and announcements. 3
Preaching

~

Christian Education.

Preaching is a good method used

to teach the meaning of Christian education.

"All Scripture is given by

inspiration of God and is profitable for doctrine, :for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness:

a:n

perfect, thJ;roughly furnished unto

That

the man of God may be

good works." 4

The preacher

can

pre-ach God• s word and perfect the church through the medium of the
teachiltg ministry.

This :teaching ministry takes place in the home as

well as in the church.

Doctrine,

reproof,

correction,

instruction in

righteousness ean all be taught in the home i f the parents are chal.1enged
to teach it.

The preacher is to

emphasize the

family al tar,

importance of preparing the Sunday school lessons at home.
which the preacher may preach on are:

and

Some

the

topics

"The Teaching Responsibilitytt;

11

The

Parents• Responsibility in Teaching"; "The Responsibility of the Pastor in
Teaching'' ;

"The Responsibl.ity of the Sun.day School Superintendent"; "The

Responsibility of the Sunday School Teacher"; "The Responsibility of
the Pupil in the Sunday Schooltt.

On

recognition given to the. parents,

these occasions the1' may be special
superintendent,

teachers, and honor

pupils. Families who have or are establishing family altars may be
recognized on certain occasions.

start a family alter.

Demonstrations

given on how to

Much may be given from the pulpit,

messages which the pastor brings,
Christian education.

~be

In the

even in the

to inspire the church in its task of

surYey of the conference,

fifteen out of

nineteen pastors reported that they preached on Christian education.

6

I
in 1953.

Four of the nineteen did not preach on the subject, but most of

the ministers evidently felt that it was important enough to warrant its
being preached upon.
CalUng Upon Workers.

The pastor is to call upon the workers of

the·Sunda.y school, With the intention of helping them, and inspiring them
in

·their work. He may assure · tl;le workers that he is always· willing to

help them whenever help is

need~d .

Of nineteen pastors who reported,

sixteen stated that they called upon their Slulday school workers,
1953, with the intention of helping t hem.
theiT
workers.
I

in

Three pastors did not call on

It is apparent that most of the pastors felt this to be

o.f importance.
Conventians, Conferene·e s·,

~Institutes.

Conventions, cont'erenc-

es, and institutes are inspirational as well as instructional. Experiences are shared, problems are faced, teaching methods and plans are
discussed, ·ideas are given for

improvement, and reports are made.

these things serve to inspire those who attend.
encourage workers to go, and see t hat
of

inspiration.

All

The pastor is to

they have a wa:y to these sources

Some pastors travel very ·long distances to take their

workers to good Sunday sehool· conventions,

conferences, and training

institutes, and workshops. Eleven out · of nineteen pastors, who reported,
took their workers to some of· these-- events in 1953.

did not ·take ·workers to · these events.

Eight of the pastors

Taking them calls for a little

effort, but ·'is often v~ r ewarding ia the life of· the 5lm1h\v school.

inspiring the workers of the- S1.l!ldair school, is by, suggesting good readi?lg and other materials.

In

1953, sirteen out

of nineteen

pastors in the

I

7
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conference suggested helpful reading to their workers, and seventeen out
of nineteen suggested other Christian education materials for the Sunday
Apparently most of the pas.t ors considered this of importance. I f

school.

the pastor is to suggest good reading it is important that the church haye

a workers library. Almost every church in the conf'erenee has a library,
but many pastors stated that their library didn't include much in the way
of books on teaching, or ins:truction for workers in the Sunday school. It

is advisable for the pastor to read the books before giving them to the

workers.

In this way he can better recommend . the books.

a requirement for every teacher

as well

trained leadership

and worker.

This will provide a

better

as a :more efficient Sunday school.

Public Commendation. Public commel!l.dation is a
in the Sunday school.

Reading may be

g0od

moral builder

Honest praise is usually always weleomed LU° the

praising is sincere, and the one being praised is deserving. ·bften it is
not a

case of too much p1raise., but a lack of recogrtl tion of worthy

achievements.

All of

the

pastors interviewed reported that they gave

public commendation in their churches.

This may be practiced by the

pastor whether he is in the pulpit, calling, or whatever the o.c casion may
be. Often articles can be placed upon the bulletin board; posters can be
made;

news articles· can be written; or statements can be written in the

announcements.

These words of commendation can be ma.de for the Sunday

school in general, to a class, a group, or a person.
they called, "class

One church had what

o'f the monthtt and ttpupil of the. month".

This was

something unique, and worked very well.
~Forms

,2!. Inspiration. Other forms of illspiration

might

include such things as: an installation service each year at the time when

)

8

the officers

take o:ffice;

8ll annual

workers banquet; workers pep meet-

imgs; COl!lStant challenges by the pastor as to the greatness of the task;
preltminary conterenees

with

the superintendent; Rally clay; a SUEday

schOOl. revival; annual -and monthly meetings to draw up the plans for

year and.

the aonths in advance;

the

themes, · for eaeh :month, which would

follow through all of the Sund.q. school functions; · and an. imler circle:

organized, among the leaders of ·tbe Sunday school, to promote the right
spirit, and a mind to work.

These :forms of inspiration have been used te

inspire the Sunday school to the greatness of its task.

These :terms of

inspiration help to inspire the people of the church in the work of

Christian education.

-

· 'fhe Imler Cirele.

J.ccording to~~

Clark Hensley, the inner circle

consists of the leading officers of the SUnday scha.ol. Thi.4 group muat

work together well in order for the Sunday school to run smoothly.

They

must be Ila.de to realize the greatness of the work of the Sunday school
fer only when they do, will they be challenged to consecrate themselves
to its demellds.

There is to be a proper ·division o'l labors; b\lt it is to

be understood that

when the work demands it, all are to pitch in together

to see that it iS done. The pe.stor ia to llake no deunds nor give orders
like a genera1, and there is to be no personal criticism f'ro:m him or sxry

o.f the other members of the staff family.

'Phese ·are the things which are

to be expected of all of the members of the ehurch, but especially of

the inner circle. 5
Indoctrination ot the :imlm" circle is essential.
in

If the

leaders

the Sunday school do not Jmow doctrines, it cannot be expected that

the doctrines will be taught properly.

On one occasion, in one

of the

9

churches examined,

the Sunday school superintendent was teaching the

false doctrine of suppression in the opening exercise.

The pastor was

not present, and the writer was able to bring it to his attention.

It

is vitally important that the leaders know the church doctrines.

The

lives of those of the inner circle should be exampl.es of the doctrines of
Their in:fluence is very great.

the church.

Preli,minary-conferences · of the pastor with the Sunday school
superintendent have been helpful.
conference that reported,
Sunday

all of

school superintendents.

Of the nineteen pastors in the

them took time to counsel with their

These conferences should not be just

occasional, but at least weekly. · The general superintendent,

according

to Howard James Gee, should make the pastor his confident, acquainting him
with all his plans and

polic~es

for

the schoo1. He should give the

pastor a weekly report on conditions in the school and should make
definite suggestions as to how the pastor may be of greatest assistance
during the coming week. 6 One pastor confided that he did not feel free

to offer

ami~imi:ve

to his superintendent. . This has made impossible

the offering of constructive criticism.
According to Hensley, the inner circle should share in J1Rkin·g
plans for the Stmday school.

The pastor is to welcome suggestions by the

workers, for often their ideas· prove to be very bene;ficial to the Sunday
school.

· The

inner circle should mellow and deepen their relaticmships

through regular conferences .and devotional periods which they have
together.

The pastor should talk over the work; assign tasks;

suggestions;
togeth~r,

and be

sympathetic.

dream together,

their work together.

7

This

and plan

will

receive

help the group to see

together untU:t they become one in

I

10 ~,

It is the pastors duty t& watch fGr defects in the S\ll'Jday school.
program with the purpose in view of bettering the werk. There are bound

to be defects in the best of Sumday schools, and the workers llUSt be made
to realize this, but it is the responsibility of the pastor, vith the

j

cooperation of the other leaders, to discover these defects and improve
them.

The

pastor ean encourage the workers to make suggeetions.

These

can be. gi:ve:a ei.ther audibly to the past or, or by the use of a. suggestion
box.

~

will aid the pastor in improving the

work.

In leading the

inner circle in im.proYement one must use· tact and caution. Morris E. ·
Fergusson, in "How to Run a Little Sunday Sehool".-, -vrote:

In azq SUnday school which has been running
for some years, the reformer must beware Gf so
breaking vith the past that the asset of the
members' good habits shall be lost in the transition. Rather should he seek to let. the new
grow· out of the old, always. managing to keep the
larger part of his organization going on in the
accustomed way. He JlllSt not be .afraid of being
called inconsistent.
Neither nms.t . he yield to
the insistanee of this or that zealous specialist, until he sees tqat the enterprise as a
whole is re~y for the particular improvement
recomended.

c.

Instructing the People

Pastoral Preparation. Instruction is as necessary as inspiration.
In order for the pastor to instruct his congregation, he must first be

instructed.

I:f he saved, sanctified, and called of God to preach, he is

inspired and challenged, but this alone isn't sufficient. According to
H~rbert

E. Byrn&, the pastor should have a college education, and i f

possible, some graduate work to include either the Master of Religious
Education, or the Bachelor of Divinity degree with a major in Christian

}

lL..

i

education.

Observation of other schools and methods; constant reading

experience, will all. add t .o the education o:r the

and study; and actual

pastor, and help to prepare: him for the responsibility of

ins~ting

his people in Christian education. 9
I

Instructing

~

People.

A~cordiDg

to Gee• the instructed pastor

J
/

bas the

responsibility of instructing the people of his congregation.

On

He instructs them in the puipit as the opportunities to do so arise.
Sunday morning, , when the

teachers are 8DIJ>hasizing Bible study,

the

pastor can preaeh upon."Why I Read the Bible"; or something else of
When the Sunday school is promoting a leadership training

this type.

program, the pastor may preach upon the text: "Fellow me and I vill make
you fishers of men."

It is his duty to

presen~.to

the members of the

church the needs of their children and young people's moral and

ual w:elfare.

10

spirit-

Not only will he present these needs in the pulpit but

he is to tend to these things while making pas.t oral calls· as well.

Gee

says:

During the week the pastor should be on. the
alert to discover new teaching material 4uring
his pastoral calls, reenforcing his pulpit appeals: by persenal solicitation of recruits for
the training classes of the school. It is his
task to convince P,lrSnts that the spiritual
rights
their children entitle them to an
atmosphere of Christian co-operation and sympathy in the home; that the preparation of the home
work of the church {Sunday) school; and ·t hat
these conditions ~e necessary to the ~
of the child for Christian citizenship.

of

The pastor is to make !mown to the
which they can s.e rve the Lord.
in the church.

peo~e,

the various ways in

Often the people do Mt know what to do

The opportunities for service must be brought to their

attention. There are a number of services that the people

~

render

f

12..

j
for the Lord.

Some things the people do almost mechanically without a sense of
appreciation for the, privilege.
ia needed.

{

H~

is another cas.e where instruction

Prayer, giving of tithes and offerings, observing the read-

ing of Scriprtlll'e:

All of these might be. put within this category.

In

I

r'

regard to the ottering, F::rank A-. Lindhorst said:
We f"ail sometimes to realize the value of
having the congregation stand when the off~
is brought to the front for presentation and

Ii
i

consecration. This not only adds m\lch to that
but it teaches members of
the congregation something of the attitude toward the stewardship of money which we ·hope
they will. have.
It is a step in stewardship
education. 'The same can be said about having
the COIJgregation stand for the reading of the
scripture. Guiding the peop~e through the experience which · dramatizes the ii~ helps to
teach religion through the pulpit.

part of the service,

Perhaps even these formal observances can become mechanical but
the pastor is to strive through the medium of instruction to make these
ac1;s ot service meaniDgful., and im.structional.

the congregation in other things
considered.

as

The pastor must instruct

well as those which have been

He must be· ever alert· to the needs of his people, and always

ready, with the

he:Lp

of God, to meet these needs.

Concerning meeting

the needs of the people through preaching and instruction Lindhorst said:
In a: certain small city Halloween bad
become a time of rowdyism. f,'roperty destruction so great that many of the t ownspeopJ.e
were disturbed. The pastor of the largest
church in the conmmi ty decided to arouse his

congregation. to action. Respect for property
and parental responsibility became the subject
of pulpli.t themes. Result: The following Halloween waa observed in a more lav-abidingfashion.
The pulpit was used for an eduCational purpose. Changes took place as a
result.

The pulpit has always been an educational
medium for the minister, and great lid.sisters
have always used it as ch. Doctrinal themes,
the wa;y of Christian living, the-means to
genuine happiness, the improvement of home
life, Biblical interpretation, help in private
devo~ions and prayer, a deaper understanding
of God, the work of the church, ·preparation
for a financial er building campaign, the way
to meet disaster, have each been the su.bject
of one or more messages from the pulpit where
there is a carefully planned preaching program. 13

/

:, :,,,.. · : "..According to Byrne, the pastor mnst challenge his congregation
to Christian service and instruct them as a. whole at morning and eveni.ng

w:ership, mid-week services, and other services. 14

According to Lindhorst, the pastor is to use every opportunity
to create in

parent~

a sense of need for the program of Christ ian

education. Parents should be made to feel that they, as well as their
children, need Christi.an edueation greatly.

It is

more important

people have Christian education than secular edueation, ·bUt

education often receives greater interest from the church.

that

secular

Oilly when

people see the need for the teaching of Christian education will the
home meet its responsibility of teaching it. Parents are teachers· too,

and it is important that they include Christian education in their curriculum. The church must help parents and parents-to-be to realize
· their responsibility as teachers of Christian principles, for in doing

so it is not only touching all ages
t o come.

BOW

but it is reaching generations

Home is the place where guidance

can best be offered t o all

1
ages in the practice of Chri~tian living. 5
D.

Summary

The general duties of the pastor include inspiring and instruct-

··

14.
iJlg the people

in Christian education.

church, the pas.tor may (l) preach

Oit

To ii:iSpire the people of

the

the meaning of Christian education;

(2) call upon the workers of the church and help, them in their work; (:~)
take workers to conventions, conferences,

(

~ements for

and

institutions or make

them to go; (4) suggest good reading for the workers;

)

(5) offer public commendation to workers·· for their work, (6) hold
-installation services, annual workers banquets; pep meetings, conferences
with the superintendent, rally day, Sunday school :revivals and (7) form

an inner circle that will work together to promote the work of Christian
education.
To instruct the people of the church the pastor is to (1) be
instructed himself.

Then,

he is to (2) instruct the people from the

pulpit and in his pastoral calling.

CHAPTER III
THE PASTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY JN SUPERVISION
A.

I

I

I

Introduction

The pastor is responsible for supervising the work of Christian

education in the church. To supervise is to imprbve.

In order for the

pastor to lead in improving the- Christian education program he must sense
the need for improvement. If he senses the need, he will (a) endeavor to

get the people to see the need for improvement; (b) investigate the various
for improve-

areas where i.Biprovement is needed; and ( c) make a progr

ment. The pastors place in the program of improvement is that of suggesting

improvements. He is to work with the people.

It is not hiis

responsi~

bility to try to carry out all of the improvement by himself.
Some of the

factors in the program. of improvement are (a)

the

church library; (b) convention pro~ama; (c) eliminating undesirables;
(d) recognition of achievements; (e) standards; (f) methods of organization
and administration; {g) records; (h) finances; (i) c~urch attendance;

and

(j) other areas. All of these factors have been handled in this chapter.
B.
Seeing~

Sensing the Need for Improvement

Needs. The pastor can see the needs more quickly than.

t he average layman.

He

is trained to do so. Unless he sees the need

for improvement, much of the work ·of Christian education is handicapped.
It is essential that the pastor have eyes that see the needs for improvement in the work of °t'nristian education.
Getting

~

People 12, ~-~ ~ 12£ Improvement.

The pastor
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· is to get the people and. the leaders to see the need of and for improvement.
Then he is to lead them in that improvement.

The p·e ople· expect the pastor

t o be acquainted with programs, standards, and organizatipn beca'ilse he is
the·i r spiritual leader and supervisor.

I

In order for the

pastor to

show

the people the needs of the Sunday school it is well for the pupils,
teachers, and all to b.e granted freedom of opportunity to expreas
initiative, individualij;y, and resourcefulness, and upon them is to ·
be placed a full. measure of responsibility for the best results.
Areas~~

Investi,gated-f2!: Improvement.

Some of the following

areas may be investigated to see ti there is need for

improvement:

Teaching methods; preparation , on the part of all Sunday school workers;
secretarial records; absentee follow-up•; Sunday school budget;
ing and

and build-

equipmento

Much in the way of improvement can be done in regular workers
conferences. Seven out of nineteen churches, in the conference, have a
regular workers conference. These range from bi-weekly to quarterly
workers' conferences. Twelve ·of the :nineteen churches do not have workers
conferences.
this point.
advance.

Apparently most of the churches that reported are weak at
In workers conferences the

quarters work can be planned in

This makes it possible for the workers to improve their work.

OU.t of nineteen Sunday schools interviewed, four of them reported that
they pl.armed each quarter's work in advance.

Fifteen of them do not.

The area of secretaria1 records and abse;ntee follow-upi are closely
related.

Both are areas to be investigated for improvement.

Concerning

records, all of the pastors reported that they recorded only the pres ence:
of Sunday school pupils,

except on special occasions. Most all of the
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pastors expressed that they should iike to improve their record systems.

Many claimed that they did not have adequate absentee follow-up systems
either.

'/

(

It is not known whether Sunday school budgets are made
the churches.

This is a matter that bears investigation.

in each of

Pastors, sup-

erintendents, and teachers in the conference stated that buildings and
eqtµpment were not adequate.

These are some of the things under super-

vision that may be investigated.

When the pastor has investigated these

areas he is to present his findings to the people.

Concerning this, Mr.

Frank M. McKibben said:

In one church school efforts to bring about
improv.ement began with the study on the part of
the entire working· force of their denominational
standards for the church school and an attempt to
evaluate the program. This seemed entirely natural, and no one resented it because they were all
conscious of working cooperat~vely and democratically for the improvement of the program.
The
discovery on the part of teachers that the superVisor is teachable, willing to be corrected when
mistaken, and keenly desirous of finding the best
methods will do much to cultivate the same spirit
within teachers and leaders. Even the pupils may
be stimulated to a remarkable desire and ability
to share in the improvement of thi 6 life and
activities constituting their school.
MakingJ!:. Program for Improvement.

school board meeting, list the
Sunday school.

The pastor may, in a Sunday

improvements which are needed

in

the

Then the board may outline a long range program for im-

proving the Sunday school.

It is not well to try to achieve too many

things at one time, · but each improvement must be made thoroughly before
another is attempted.

First,

perhaps,

the absentee records may be

checked, and the absentees called upon; by the teacher, the first week,
the superintendent the second week, and the pastor the third week,

if
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·Necessary.

The pupils may sbare

the absentee program is

in visiting absentees also.

running smoothly the Sunday school may adopt

standards for the teachers.

Covenants may be drawn up, and an

I

worksltip) where

the

lessons,

ways

of meeting problems in class,

pupil problems will be faced and worketl upon.
running smoothly

a sense,

they come under

When these

things

the heading of administration,

but they must continue to function.

The

is one of his responsibilities as supervisor.
lessons, i f

He

possibl~.

~s

and
are
in

pastor is to inform

the teachers when he is going to visit their classes.

without interrupting the

instal-

Then the pastor can start a weekly

lation service may be planned.

7
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Visiting classes
to 't".isit each class,

He takes note

of those

things which need improvement in each class, and shares his findings .with
the teacher later.

Each teacher is made to realize that a:ny criticism

is not meant to b.e personal, and that Christ alone
example.

teaching

The pastor is to welcome constructive criticism, and

teach his workers to do the same.
school.

is the

This makes

for a

thereby

growing Sunday

The pastor may then·, instruct the teachers on how to make lesson

plans; so as to include

the subject, objective, purpose, method of get-

ting attention , method of arousing interest, appealing to the

emotions,

challenging the will, and stirring to action the pupils of their classes.
.
He ' may then teach the superintendent and the
other workers of the Sunday

school to prepare a written outline of their programs.

Sometimes he may

choose to check the workers programs before they are used.
a part of his duties as
improve the work of the
school.

supervisor,
teacher~

This

tQo is

for in this way the pastor can

and thus, the work of the entire Sunday

Uril.ess the program for the Sunday school is

supervised well

there is no reason for having big attendance drives and rally days.

The
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Sunday school needs adequate supervision.

c.

The

Pastor's~_!!!

A Program !2I_ Improvement

The pastor's responsibility is that of

Suggesting Improvement.

suggesting and leading in improvements, not that of carrying them out
alone.

The pastor is to be acquainted with the latest in programs,

standard.a, and organizations

if he is to expect the workers to receive

his suggestions. for improvement.

If he is to suggest improvements in the

Sunday school program he may consider the program features

that have

proved to be successful by others. He is to know wha.t things ought to be
included in a good teachers' standard, class standard, and general Sunday
school standard.

He is to know how to present

them,

workers and pupils of the Sunday school to keep them.

ins1»ire

and

He is

familiar with the best forms of Sunday school organization.

the

to · be
Accordillg

to some authorities, the departmental type of Sunday school organization
is one of the best types.

I

Vecy few of the SUnday schools

conference are organized departmentally.

Knowledge

in the

of the latest

progress in Sunday school work is very necessary in orde:i: for the pastor
to adequately supervise the SUD.day school.
The Bible is to be used as a guide in supervision, for it teaches
that the pastor and other leaders muat be servants of all.

Christ was

the mod.ea. supervisor. He knew just how to lead people so that they
would follow.

The pastor will do well to use Him. as his example.

The difficult adolescent period,
given special attention.

according to Byrne, should be

If the Sunday school program is weak and

rut, the church can not expect to hold the young ;people.
see that they are getting the attention that they need.

in a

The pastor is to
They have

20

questions which are to be answered by the church.

The pastor is t o see

that their lives are challenged, and that they find God's call and leading
These young people need special attention.

for their lives.
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The Cradle Roll and Nursery Departments, according to Byrne, are
the most important departments

the Sunday school. Therefore the

in

pastor must see that they are functioning at their greatest capacity, and

Of. the nineteen Sunday

that the methods used therein are the best.

schools in the conference, eighteen have Cradle Rolls and eightr:of them

have ~ur.series.

One

church did not have a Cradle Roll and eleven churches.

:..

reported

the.~

:

they had no Nurseries.
.

The Cradl e Rqll 8l'ld Nursery are often

-..:

mediums through which the church reaches the parents of the community, and

r

it is never too early for the chil d te have the wholesome influence
the Sunday school.

of

Both of these factors add to the tremendous importance

of the Nursery and Cradle Roll Departments.

These departments shou.li; not

be overlooked. 19
Adult education is often neglected, according to Byrne, and the
pastor in his supervisory capacity must see that it is not neglected in
the Sunday schoolo

All of the Sunday schools, as far as are recorded, in

the conference have adult classes.

it is

Of course,

not

enough that

there be an adult class, but the adult class must be supervised so as to
make sure tha.t '. .the education and spiritual needs
neglected.

of the

adul.ts are not

20

If t he pastor attempts to carry out bis plans to supervise the
work of the Sunday school, a.ncording to _Byrne,

he must work with

officers in mutual planning and sharing o:f ideas.

There should be

the
joint

responsibilities among all of the workers, and they should be expected to
give definite accountability for

the

improvement for which

they have

21

offered to be responsible.
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The pastor is to always be alert to discover unused talent. . He
can do this by personal contact, by praying for workers, by preaching on
the need for workers, by taking a talLent survey in bis church, and by asking prospective workers to meet with the pastor and superintendent.

every contact the pastor is. to be alert for any leads,
people of the chur.ch

are

for all

On

of the.

to be enlisted in the work of the church.

The pastor and co-workers are to. pray for workers, and the pastor
may request that the people of the church make it a matter of prayer as
well. He is to preach on the needs of the Sunday school and eall for
people to consecrate themselves to the task. He may take a talent survey
at least once a year.

In doil'.lg this, all of the jobs of the church

be listed, and each person is to state his preference.

These surveys are

to be used in considering the needs of the Sunday school.

Five out of

nineteen Sunday schools in the conference took talent sUIWeys.
did not take them.
overlooked.

may

This was an opportunity which seems

Fourteen

to have been

The past.o r and superintendent are to meet With those who

are interested in working, and approach them tactfully and prayerfully
on the matter.
They are to first, pray with the ,

and then tell

them about the

job. Then they may challenge them to accept it. They are never to be
made to feel that the job is just a little one. They are to be told that
the job is very big, thus it challenges

them.

Then the pastor lets

them know that they are expected to meet certain qualifications and
standards. He shows confidence in them, that, by God's grace, he believes
that they can do it. These are some of the things that the pastor is to
do in enlisting workers for the Sunday school.

22

D.
~

Other Factors in the Program of Improvement

Church Library.

A church library is a very important factor

which aids the supervisor in improving the Sunday school.

Many good

books on Sunday school work are to be included in this library.
libi'aty is very important in the life of the

earlier, most pf

~e

~day

A church

school. .As was stated

churches of t he conference have libraries, but there

is very lit tle in them that are of much value to the pastor in supervising

the work of the Sunday school.

A workers library is necessary in a

SUnday school, and it is not to be ODl:i.tted, for i .t has

definite contri-

butions to make.
Convention Prog;rams. The pastor is to help in setting up various
conventions and conferences and improving the agenda.

He sees that the

programs for these various meetings are helpful and interesting.
can be done by studying the needs of the Sunday school.
of the churches know that they will. receive help,
attend the meetings.

This

If the workers

they will more likely

J. N. Barnette said:

Plenty of time should be given for questions
and testimonies. The Pastors, superintendents,
officers, and teachers should be given an opportunity to tell how they have solved certain problems, met certain r~uirements, or found sucess
in some undertaking.
Some of the pastors of the canference cooperated in community
convent ions but they
}lrograms or not•

di~

not state whether they helped in sett ing up the

It is to the

pastor's and the local Sunday school's

best interest i f the pastor does help in this matter, for by doing so he
can see that his workers get t he instruction thay they need.
Eliminating Undesirables.

One responsibility which the pastor

has in his capacity as supervisor, which he does not relish to much,

is

23
the job of working out plans for
workers.

eliminating um.desirable

leaders

and

It would be well if it was never necessary to do so, but some-

times it is, and then it is well for the pastor,,

him in this capacity, to be prepared with a

and

those vho muat help

werkable plan and procedure.

It is not the pastor's responsibility to make the final decision,

and

execute that decision, but it is his responsibility to see that it is done,
for unless this is done he cannot expect to adequately improve the work of
the Sunday schooi. 2 3
Recognition_g! Achievement.

According to Byrne, the pastor should

promote a careful plan for the recognition of achievements:

r

I

among the

pupils; in the departments; and church-wide.

24

kept and report cards may be sent to the

homes to give recognition for

Individual records. may be

_attendance, being on time, bringing Bibles, bringing offerings, preparing
lessons, and attending the preaching services.

Words of commendation are

to be spoken to pupils as well, whenever they warrant praise.

In the

departments, social and group programs can be given to honor pupils for
their achievements.

Whatever recognition is given, is to

be given with

the understanding tha:t it is significant of the fact that God bas blessed
the recipient with the capabilities o'r talents that they··· have.
recognition is not the type
is so great.

This

that makes one pupil or worker feel that he

is to be given rightful recognition in the recognition

God

of achievements. 25
According to Byrne, recognition is to be given in the church
services of the achievements of classes, departments, and individuals as
well.

This is a

himself.

responsibility that can be performed by the pastor

It sets a good example for the teachers, and other workers

to

follow as well as to protide a wonderful op.p:ortunity for expressing

24
appreciation for what God has done in the Sunday school .
Standards.

The pastor is to set ·up standards for Christian

education in the Sunday school.

It is important that the standards, which

the Sunday school has adopted, continue to improve and tnclude more things.

The Surulay school, in its program to improve, should always be progressing.
The pastor is to see that the things are added to the standard which result
in improvement in the work of the Sunday school. He can study the standards

of other Sunday schools in other churches, and see if there are some things
therein which would prove beneficial to adopt.

He lll.W$t

see that the

standards for Christian education are adopted and maintained at the vel"Y
highest level.

Three of the nineteen Sunday schools

used Sunday school standards.

Sixteen. of them.did n ot use

that reported,
standards.

The pastor is to set up the standards of Christian education.
Methods .91_

Organization.~

Administration.

26

The pastor is to see

that the right methods are used in organization and administration:
teacher's meetings; in records and standards;
places.

in

and iii finances and other

.

If classes, departments, or the entire Sunday school be organized

improperly or in such a way as not to be

t o the best advantage of the

Sunday school, the pastor is to work to improve the organization through
the Sunday school administration.

If the organization and administrati on

are not to the best advantage of the school,
disadvantage.

'

it is at a
..

definite

The right methods are to be used in. teachers meetings.

McKibber says:
A l'IU!llber of important considerations should
be kept in mind in attempting to make these group
meetings successful. Ample notice should be given
to enable al.l who should attend to plan t o do so.
It is highly important that in such a conference
as that involving a department all members of the
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staff should be present. The meeting should
be planned for a time and place that is acceptable to all concerned. The supervisor should
have specifie objectives in mind in calling
the meeting. This would mean that the supervisor knows well in advance many of the items
that are to come be:fore the group for consideration. In addit ion, of course, individual
members should _ be encotµ>aged to bring up for
discussion· --an,y items. that should receive
CODSideration..
In many- cases i t wUl prove
advisable to place in the hands of those who
are to take part in the meet ing adv-ance copies
of -mat-erial that is; to be considered, such as
Jlimeographed list of problems or t opics,
pamphlets, books, et cetera. The sU.perrlsor
will need to assume responsibility for seeing
· that the conferenee. is well planned and skillfully aclllinistered. Ample provision should
be made for group discussion and ful1 participation on the part of all present. It is often
advisable to hold _the conference at such times
as will permi.t of pre- and poskonferences
with individual leaders. It will be found
helpful to get into the hands of absent members
of the group SW11Daries and rep,orts of the
-conference. Group conferences can be made
highly valuable as means of training and
developing teachers and leaders. It will
require all the skill and foresight of the
supervisor to make Slµ'e that they~ worth
vhile for every member of the group.
Records. The right methods :must· be used in records and standards
in the Sunday school because records and

tance.

s tandards are of great im:por-

Concerning records, EnlDa Kol.and stated:
In the Sunday school task o:£ reaching the
entire church constituency; teaching the Bible,
winntng the l ost to Christ, and developing the
saved in service do we not see as readily that
adequate and comprehenaive records are
necessary? They are needed for information,
for direction, and for incentive.
·
Officers and t eachers in fulfilling the
responsibility that has been entrusted to them
1.11USt ·have int'orma;;i.tion about the members of the
SUl'Jda.y ·school: Who they are, where they live,
if they have accepted Christ or are lost, and
other infor.ma.tion that Will helpi in placing

,.::
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each one where his spiritual needs will best be
met. There mus.t also be means by which the
officers. and teachers can have a knowledge of
the work that ea.ch member is doing: Does he
attend regularly and punctually? Does he make
lesson prep~tion? Does he attend the preaching service?

In the survey that was taken
facts. for individual records

'Hr8

in the conference, the

listed as possibilities:

following

Attendance;

offering; record of amount of offering; on time;: saved; in training (for
the Lord's. work) ;

reads Bible {daily) ; wins souls; gives to missilclns;

member of the Y.P.M.S. (applicable t o other a partments); brought Bible;
progress spiritually (chart ); test grades;

church attendance;

church

member; prays at home ; prays audibly (in group)_; mission studies; Christian book studies (record of books: read); and any other pertinent i.nforma-

tion about any of the individuals. Noland: says:
There mist be a destination. a goal. an
aim before there can be consistent pr0gress.
And in this work of pupil development, there is

need of comprehensive records to give direction
to all that is done.... Records that would
give information .on· the purpose and objectives
of the Sunday school as set out in such a
program would surely give -the· -&mday school a
s ense- of direction, of objective, and of defimteness ·in..-all its v.ork.... These · same facts
can ·lte used as incentives for extended effort
and greater achievement. What is being den&?
Where are the ·weaknesses.? Where are the shortages? What cl asses are shoving improvement?
What classes and groups are at a standstill?
At the weekly officers and teachers• meetings,
the monthly workers• conference, in the programs
of the assembly periods oti SUnday :mornillg. and
in every other way that the leaders make contact
with the workers and pupils, the rec~9ds can be
used as an incentive to better work.
Some essentials ot a good system of records for the Sunday school
are: They are to be centralized; they are to furnish information about
ea.ch member; they are to set up a pupil :program and furnish a record of

work ac~lished; and they are t o provide for comprehensive reports. 30
The

standards of the Sunday school cou:ld well be placed in the

pupils and teacher's records.

report that is given out .

This could be made a part of the monthly

The standards are t o be placed in each class

room and each department. Pupils may be: reS]lons'i ble for giving a

reg-

ular report upon whether they are keeping .the stan~s or not, such as

the old class meeting. The teachers 8nd

workers~are

importance of keeping the standards for Christ'
geod

sake.

to emphasize

the

This makes: for

motivation. The pastor is to see that right methods are used in

the standards as well as the rec.o rds in the Sunday school.
Finances.. The right methods are to be used in the Sunday school
1

:fiwmces as well as in the work Feviouslystated.~ It is best for the
church to place someone who is business-like in this position.

I t is

well if the giving of tithes and offerings, even in the Sunday school
classes, be taken as

an

act of worship.

This can be done

through the

regular Sunday school offering or by the Unified Budget plan. Concerning
the Unified Budget plan,. Jrthur.~F).alce said:
The Unified Budget ope?'4ted by the church
through its S.lllllUq school organization is
confidently claimed by :Pastora, deacons, and
church finanee comittees t o meet the need for
a sound financial policy for a church. Let us
examine briefly some of the ~:tin8uishing marks
of this system.
The pastors, deacons, and finance committees have the oversight and , direc.tion of the
inauguration aDd operation of the entir~ budget.
The church determines what the budget shall
include and how mueh shall be devoted t o each .
of the different oJJjects·, fost ered by the church.
All money goes into one treasury; all accounts
are kept by the church treasurer.
Tlte Unified Budget .thus operated calls for
a weekly offering from every one vho attends
a." V of the services o:f the church, nonchurch

members and church members alike. This offering is made at the first service atten:led during
the day whether the SUnda.y school, (or) the
morning preaching service ••
It goes to the
support of the entire church. 32
The Unified Budget plan mus,t have a trained, systematic organiza-

It

tion and an effective record system to make it work effectively.
works best i f it is worked on the tithe basis.

According to Byrne, whole

families may be urged to separate their tithe, and together,
giving the tithe.

share in

F.a.<;h one is to have a· tithe envelope, and each otter-

ing ia to be recorded, even i f it is

just a penny-.

In this way the

church is being trained in the giving of tithes and offerings• and records
are kept which are helpful to the people· of the church. The pas;tor

1.$"

to

see that the right methods are used in the church f i.nances. 33
Church Attendance. The pastor, as supervisor, Saitt i s ee that the
Sunday

schoo'l pupils and workers are encouraged to stay for the worship

. services.

They are to be encouraged by their teachers, superintendents,

and pastor, to attend the worship services of the church.

OU.t of nine-

teen churches of the conference which · reported, there was an average of
sixty-four percent ot" the pupils in attendance at worship services, and
ninty-nine pereent of the Sunday school workers in attendance at worship
.services.

It is apparent that thirty-six percent of the pupils

are not

attending the worship services.
,G:ther Areas.

pastor are:

Some of the other areas of supervisicin for

the

Setting up a program: of supervision; building morale, im-

proving leaders-.. and teaChers; :improv.i.llg human relations; working together;

personnel administration;
instruction; improving

improving the

worship~

curricul~;

improving class

improving service trafoing and activity;
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improving socia1 and recreational activity; improving through.

tes.t

and

measurements; and self-evaluation of the supervisor's work. 34
E.

Summary

The pastor is responsible for supervising the work of the
Sunday school.

He is to see the need for improvement,. get the people t o

see the need for improvement, and know the areas that need to be investigat ed for improvement. Some of the areas tba>t need to be investigated
are teaching methods; workers preparation; secretarial records; absentee

f ollow-up system; the Sunday school budget; and the advisability of improving the buildings and equi-pment.

In order

to improve any of these

areas of the work, the pastor may outline a lo:ng range program for
improvement and present i t to the Sunday school

board,

or Board of

Christian education, for appro'GL .•. ::
Other things that might be investigated for improvement are:

The

church library, convention programs, the methods used :ill eliminating the
I

,

"undesirables, the means of recognizing achievements• the standards

of

the Sunday school, the methods of keeping records, the methods of keeping
financial accounts, the percentage of pupils Who attend cbv.rch.

(
I

l

CHAPTER IV
TBE PASTOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES IN LE.ADEESHIP EDUCATION .AND DEVELOPMENT
A.

Introduction

I t i s essential that the leaders be educated and trained to do
their work. The public school demands a well trained staff. The church
also demands a well trained staff, but it is the pastor's responsibility
t o see that the staff" is trained.

This

chapter bas dealt with the

responsibility of training and developing Christian educati9nal
leaders in the local church.

that

The first part,

of general responsibilities,

Christian experience and doctrine; prospective workers;

includes:

service oppor-

tunities; personal work; training workers; keeping records; music;
social life.

a?Jd

The second part, setting up a program of leadership edu-

cation and development,

includes:

leaders needed;

leaders located;

enlisting leaders; methods of leadership training; and calendar of
activities.

The third part, that of teacher training, inclµdes:

the

responsibility of building a program of teacher training; the curriculum;
training class procedures; and workers library.
B.

General Responsibilities

The general responsibilities of the pastor in leadership
education and development are not to be overlooked.

He sees that all

\

workers and teachers have a genuine Christian experience and fundamental

1

•theology. He is to be constantly on the lookout for prospective teachers,
and workers.

He is to train the church officers, such as:

elders,
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deacGns, and stewards ,

as well as Sunday school workers. He may plan

for and conduct an annual installation service.

He is not averse, i f he

has time, to becoming superintendent of a leadership training department.
He recognizes all of the opportunities that there are in the church for
service.
Christian

Experience~

Doctrine.

If the teachers do not have a

genuine Christian experience, then it can not be expected that · they will
be effective in winning: others to Christ.

It is necessary t hat all. of

the teachers have a genuine Christian experience.

They are

not

only to

have a Christian experience, but they are to know the doctrines of the
Christian faith.

They are to lmow the doctrine of ·holiness; the Trinity;

the atonement; · the virgin birth of Cfil!.ist-;

the second coming of Christ;

the fall of man; the states in Christian grace; Christian righteousness;
Christian sonship; the person and work of the Holy Spirit;

Christian

ethics; church history; sacraments and their meanings; the resurrection
and the judgement; the consumation of the .wicked; the inspiration of the
Bible; and the other doctrines of the Christian faith.

They are not

only to know the doctrines, but how to teach them clearly, and correctly.
It is the work of the pas..t--or .to s.ee t nat this is done.
Prospective Wor kers. · The ·paStor is to be constantly on the lookout
for workers and t eachers for the Sunday school:-.

This was discussed under

supervisi on,-·but perhaps it bears repeating, for it is a necessary phase
of developing leadership. This is a major concern. . Paul W. Milhouse said:

.,
•'

Most congregations complain of inadequate
leadership. There are seldom enough trained
leaders to carry on all the work that ought
to be done, and to enlist and train leaders is
not easy. In order' ·t hat we may intelligently
approach t he study of enlisting leaders, we
should give some consideration to some of the
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reasons why many people do not accept leadership responsibility in our churches.
A lack of confidence causes many an
individual to hesitate, and even refuse, to
accept--a position of leadership.
It may be
that": hB doe~ not feei qualified to do the work.
He is. sincere in his attitude- and. t~ . he is
justified in his ··refusal •••• We .must seek to
discover the: solllTCes . of this feeling and
endeavor to bring them new· assurance. '
- - . I: nd:ffference.-:±s-- another reason why some
-peo.ple -refuse to be leaders in our churches.
Some just do not eare •••• It may also come from
the fact that the individual has never caught
a vision of the many tasks to be done.. If he
is not qualified to be a minister, he may feel
there is nothing for him to do. so he never
raises the question of his responsibility••••
Indifference can often be overcome by presenting the .needs of the church in an effective
way.
A lack of consecration is another source
of inadequate leadership in our churches. Some
people acknowledge the need of leadership and
even admit that they ought to be assuming
places of responsibility, and yet they do not
do it. We must endeavor to lead each
individual of the group to consee?"ate himself
for Christian service.
- A misunderstanding of the task itself will
cause many- ·te- sey-11n<!>" when asked to become
leaders •••• In enlisting leaders we ought to be
careful ·to explain in detaili. the work we are
asking ·them to do and show its relationship
to the whole work of the church.
. Some are not · leaders because they have
nevel" been asked to lead •••• we must seek to
discover available talents. Talent surveys
.axe_.often valuable for· this.
Our appeals of church leadership must be
made on the highest level possible •••• Our
appeal for leadership should be based upon
loyalty to Christ. This is wh;5e Christ places
his appeti-''Came, follow m:e."
The past or

:bt;lr.~b

be

constantly ..alert for prospective teachers and

workers and l eaders for the Sunday school.
Installing Officers.

The pastor may plan and conduct an

installation servic.e each yea:r.

The following is a sample of

~
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·'
installation service, by Byrne:

1. Opening Hymn: 11My Faith Looks Up to Thee"
2. Read the Roll of Officers and Teachers elect
3. Hymri.: nstand Up, Stand Up, for Jesus"
4. Prayer - by the pastor
5. Admonitory Scripture Reading: I Cor. 12:412; II T~. 2:14-21 - led by the pastor or
one appointed by him.
6. Questions to the Officers and teachers elect
a . Do you freely accept the position as
officer or teacher to which the church
has called you?
b. Will you endeavor fai'thfully to discharge
the duties pertaining t o it~
c. Will you strive earnestly to set before·
your s cholars a good Chri~tian exampie
in :all things?
d. Wiil: you give diligence to Bible study
and preparation for teaching, as opportuni ty allows?
e. Will you faithfully attend the various
meetings which the Superintendent may
call unless you are providentially
hindered?
7. The Covenant of Office(leader reading it
clause by clause; Qfficers and teachers
repeating after) 1•1 do solemnly devote
myself'., in the fear and by the favor of
God, to my Sunday school work. I will
study my Bible thoroughly and strive to
govern and to teach my scholars inteligently and faithfully. I will endeavor to
be a loyal and axamplary member of my
church, and an example to my scholars in
the use of the means of grace. I will
counsel spiritually with my scholars at
home and elsewhere and will give such portion of my time as is possible to
Sunday
school duties. I will strive to be punctual and preslnt at school and at all meetings of teachers. In the presence of God
and His people, and by the grace of Jesus
Christ. Amen"
a. Benediction
9. Brief Address
36
10. Closing Hymn: "I Love thy Church, 0 God"
Five out of nineteen of the pastors interviewed, had installa4iion

services.

Fourteen of them did not .

Some

of the pastors

inter-
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viewed, stated that they plan on having installation services in the

:future.
The pastor gives
supervision.

at~ention

to the improvement of teaching through

This phase of the work was dealt with previously.

of the nineteen pastors interviewed,

Thirteen

wrote that they cared for

responsibility of superrl.sing the -teachers.

the

Six of them did not do so.

Leadership;:'Brftining Program. Aecordi.l'lg to Byrne, the pastor may

weU. ·become superintendent .of a-leadership· training (1.epartment. A training session

can. be J.Lven as an elective course. A special class of

picked and consecrated young people can be taught during the Sunday
school hour.

The same kind of class. could be used for prospective adult

workers, or weeknight classes can be organized.

In either case,

these

courses do prove beneficial to the work of the SUJlday schooi. 37
The

leade~hip

training program is not only to be planned as

time and place, but also

~

to· cont ent .

to

Concerning this Milhouse states

t o the affect that, a leader not only needs inst ruction in his part .i cular
task, but he also needs a great

~ deal

of general background material.

The teacher not anly ·needs to know something about the methods of teaching, but he

also ought t .o have a general knowledge of the- ·B ible,

church history, and of the whole

of

program of the church. The off'icials

of the church need this same type of back8roul!ld material in order to
perform their tasks more effectively. 0 38
Regardi.Dg the leadership training program, MeKi.b'ben said,

the

Standard Leadership Training Curriculum is organized on the basis of
units of study of- not' 1ess than ten periods of fifty minutes each.

A

minimum of twel.ve units will merit the Standard Leadership Diploma or the

corresponding denominational diploma.

Of the

twelve units, nine are

35required and three are e1ectives.

Of the nine required units six are

general units and three are specialization units..
quired units are:.
ing, (3) The

(1)

A Study of the Pupil,

(2)

The six general re-

The Principles of Teach-

Old Testament, (4-) The New Testament, (5) The Message and

Program of the Christian Relip9nand~ ( 6) The Teaching Work of the Church.

· Administrative specialization requires .courses in Administration, Curriculum, and Supervision. The three electives may be chosen fro

awide

:field of related courses.39
Service Opportunities.

.According to Byrne,

recognize the opportunities for service.
and superintendent to

It would be well for the pastor

draw up a list of all the opportunities for service

in the church and in the comrmmity.
things as:

the pastor must

The opportunities may include such

Teaching; reaching the peopl.e; winning the lost; training

workers; keeping records; music;

social life; and social service. · Many

jobs come under each of these categories and .l eaders and workers may be
enlisted for each of these jobs.40
Under the category of teaching, the f ollolfing may be considered:
Sunday

school teachers;

Assistant Sunday school teachers; Substitute

Sunday school teachers.; Week-day Religious F.ducation teachers; Daily Vac-

ation Bible school teachers; Camp counselors; Church kidnergarden; Mission
teachers;- ··Christian Primary and Secondary school teachers; and even the
f.ublic school teachers who are in the church.

Any

and all of these prove

to be opportunities for service, and there is no reason why there shouid

be

pe~ple

within the church who have no opportunity to serve the Lord.

:Barnette quotes the Scripture in regard to service opportunities.

"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and

He said:
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of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching them
to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded
you: and, lo I am with you alway even unto the
end of the world" (Matt. 28:19-20).
"Then said
Jesus to them again, Peace be unto you:
as my
Father hath sent me, even so s.end I youtt
(John 20:21). "And the Lord said unto the servant,
Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel
them to come in, that my house may be filled"

(Luke 14:23).
The attitude of a church in reaching people
for Bible study is not an optional matter.
The
task of reaching people is made imperative by the
Word of God, by the example of Jesus, by the
parables of Jesus, and by the commands of Jesus ••••
Where are the multitudes today? Evidently they
are not in the church buildings •••• there are
millio~ •• who are not even enrolled in the Sunday
school. 1
·
According to Flake, everyone on the Sunday school roll should be
reached by the Sunday school, and the Sunday school should have an accurate record of them.

Everyone who attends the church services, or is a

member of the church, should be reached by the Sunday school.

A religious

census should be taken in order that the Sunday school may reach
p.eople.

Street meetings

and mission services

also afford wonderful

opportunities for the Sunday school to reach the people.
workers are

needed in order for

~he

Leaders

and

the Sunday school to perform t hese

responsibilities. 42
Personal !2!!£• Winning the lost, according to Fla.kee110
responsibility of every Christian.

is

the

There are many opportunities for

Christians to do this.. Perhaps the best way is through personal evangelism.
The pastor should preach on this opportunity for ·service. He may offer a
course in personal evangelism,

and have

demonstrations

and drills

approach, tact, and the many other phases of personal evangelism.
as much the responsibility and privilege of the other Christians,

on

It is
in the

church, to win soula to Christ, as it is the responsibility of the pastor.
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When the pastor can make the church to see this, more souls· will be won to
C:hrist than ever before. He must not

only make the people

this opportunity for service, but he must
this work. 43

to see

educate and develope th

in

In Korea, the Presbyterian church has, for many years, had a

rule that in order for anyone to become a member of the church he must win
a soul to Christ.

Training. Workers.

Training workers

is an opportunity for service

which the workers of the Sunday school may share.

'

Leadership training is

a tremendous responsibility for the pastor to assume all by himself.

If

those who are holding positions in the Sunday school can train others, who
act as apprentices,
the pastor.

to do the work,

Training workers

Records.

i~

Keeping records

this takes much of the burden off of

an opportunity for service.

is a service to any Sunday school. This

is often listed as clerical work. . If a
finances,

it is

a

absentees, visitations,
definate advantage.

church has

~dequate

records on

members, and other imp.o rtant matters,

Some people in the

church and Sunday

school are g0·od at thfo type of service, and the pastor, who· recognizes
this and uses them for the work ·whfoh they are best fitted to do, is wise.
Flake said:
Every Sl.ll'lday school, to do its best work, must
have a first-class system of records properly
installed: ·andc· J:eorrectly-1\ operated~ ..-"' :e; T9.....~ 9perate
this system in a Sunday school organized on the
class basis, a general secretary and two associates
are needed. Added to these will be secretaries
for the Cradle Roll and the Extension departments
and for the classes above Primary age.
· Thus we see that the operation of a firstclass system of records provides service opportunities for an al'll\Y of alert, vigorous Christians
of varying ages. They should undersitand that
their ministry is as much a spiritual matter as
that of the teachers and they should be trained
for their wortt.and encouraged to do it in the best
possible way.
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The field of music offers opportunities for service for

many in the church.

Some of the oppQttunities are:

Playing the piano or

organ; leading the singing; singing in a mixed chorus;
quartet(male or mixed); t rio; duets; and solo work.

singing in a

Many

in the church

can sing, and their talent can be used for the glory of God.
Social Idfe.

Social life offers an opportunity for service to

many in the Sunday school. Often a coach is needed, or someone is needed
to chaperon a group of children or young people.

Flake again said:

The importance of the social l ife of a church
must be reco~ized. All peopl e, both old and
young, are naturally social. The recreat ional
activities in which they engage have large bearing
upon their spiritual development and zeal for
service.
It is fact that one's social practices and
habits are a fair index to his spiritual condition.
A Christian cannot be wrong iii his social. habits
and at the same time enjoy close and sweet fellowship with Christ. He cannot engage in questionable
worldly pleasures and maintain a deep interest in
things spiritual. His love for Christ will .grow
cold. His love for lost people and his power t o win
them to Chri st will desert 'liim.
Since t his is true, how important it is that
the churches should give the most careful and
prayerful considerat:j_on to a well-planned prograa
of social activities:! The Sunday ~chool lends
itself to the pr otion of the social life of its
members. Grouping the pupils into classes and
departments makes it easy to have enthusiastic
class and department spirit as well as to generate
a school spirit.
In each class above the Junior age the
planning of the social life should be assigned to
a class officer.
In the younger age groups
teachers should be charged with directing the social life of t he different classes.
The various officers in charge of f 11owship
should function every SUnday to maintain a spirit
of friendliness throughout the school. They are
respsnsible for the attractiveness of the rooms.
T-lJ.ey should see that all-who come are made to
feel welcome and at home. They .. are also responsible for the social activities of the Tarious

a
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classes and departments , in lille with the church
program •••• A schedule for the year will be prepared,
showing dates for socials for all the church organizations.
Many schools will wish to hold at least one
general social event, perhaps an annual picnic, to
inc'lude all members of the Sunday school and
congregation. If this is done, care must be exercises to provide graded recreational activities to
meet the needs of all ages.
No small part of the social life of a
church is provided through the fellowship at the
weekl.y officers and teachers' meetings; the class
·. business meetings' the 4~rent-worker meetings' and
other such gatherings.
With all of the opportunities to serve in the social life

of the

church, it seems that no one in the church should be without a job.

Ten

out of tiiileteen pastors who were interviewed, said that their recreation
and social programs were not adequate.

Here

is

an opportunity for

service, for some of the members of the church and Sunday school, that

sknuld not be overlooked.
Social Service.

Social service offers an opportunity for

for · many in the Sunday school.

service

Workers may be trained for social service.

It provides a practical demonstration of Christianity.

Flake says:

By all means our churches ought to minister
to the sick and the destitute. Christ would have
us do this.
However, we will not perform this
ministry unless we know who these people are,
where they live, and the peculiar· needs of each.
This information churches must seek continuously
for the use of the pastor and others able to
minister to these needy people •••• ·
In this connection,. John c. Carlisle, in
Baptist Times, says "Under the shadow of the
churches, in lonely rooms there are those who are
prisoners of pain. They have been shut oft from
their fellows by the infirmities of age. It is not
possible for them to unite in public worship. They
have to be sought out. They do not send asking for
visitors, they would be surprised if anyone called
to see them.
"Yet it should be the business of each
Christian community to provide some fellowship for
the sick and the suffering. It is not a question
of charity, but of contact. Those who have the
strength and the knowledge must recognize that
they are debtors to the weak and the ignorant.

j
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"A friendly call or a wora of cheer might
mean so much , and it costs so little.
It is
invaluable in the new spirit it introduces, not
only in the church but in the individual. We may
render help to others and in so doing we are sure
to obtain help for ourselves.
In ~eping his
COllUIIBlldments there is great reward."
Pastors can lead their people to visit ol d peoples homes;
people's homes; hospitals;
Sunday schools can

colle~~

poor

jails; prisons; and other such institutions.
clothing for Korea,

or other needy lands.

There is no limit of the opportunities for service.
as in ether services of the church,

~ere

In social service

are jobs for all Flake says:

Pastors and superintendents should earnestly
the great question of nhuman adjustment."
With the guidance of the Holy Spirit they should
apply this fine art in the assignment of suitable
tasks to scores of idle chureh members who are
capable of rendering effective service for Christ
in the Sunday school.
With proper executive leadership any Sunday
school in any church can be so organized that
a place of useful, ·joyous servi~7 may be made ·
for every member of the church.
s~dy

c.

Setting Up a Program of Leadership Education and Development
Leaders Needed.

Education and the

The pastor works with t he Board of Christian

superintendent in setting up a program of leadership

education and development.

They decide what leaders are needed in the

church and Sunday school; appoint a committee
and duties which need to be performed in the

to list al.l possible jobs
total program; and present

the list to the Board of Christi an Education to serve as a

guide in

putting people to work.
Leaders Located. According to Byrne, the pastor shows how to
locate the potential leaders in t he Sunday school and church.

He

)
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I

teaches the Board to pray for guidance in finding the leaders.

He

leads

church

them in ma.king a survey of all possible leaders in the

an4 Snnday school. Then the board appoints a committee on personnel
to receive

the list of jobs, make plans for

discussion in workers•

conferences, and for contacting the prospects. 48
Enlisting Leaders. According to Byrne, the pastor-should

lead

the Board of Christian Education in an effort to enlist the prospects.
Steps involved in this process include the following:

having an 11 An-

nual Every Member En1istment Emphasis"; planning for an "Every Member
Enlistment Sunday"; preceding this with careful preparation, visitation,
consultation; and prayer; motivating the prospects to accept a position
by challenging them; assuring them that they will be
position;

trained for the

making an annual volunteer "life-service" appeal

young people;

harboring a genuine faith and the

the spirit of God;

to

the

indwelling presence of

and much prayer to the Lord of the Harvest to

send

forth laborers into the harvest. 49 Flake says:
A veritable army of unemployed Christi.a ns,
holding membership in our churches, need to be
· put to work. They have talent, they have
ability, and in the heart of every one there is
God-given desire to serve Christ. The difficulty
is they i o not know what to do. They need some
one to assign them suitable tasks and guide and
encourage them in doing the work.
The present situation is clearly set out in
the parable of the laborers in the vineyard
(Matt. 20:1-6). If unemployed Christians were
approached today with the question, "Why stand
ye here all the day idle?n from the innermost
part of their souls they would answer, 11 ~ man
hath hired us, we do not know what to do. 11
The pastor leads

the

churc~

in making an effort

prospects, and potential leaders in the church.
all of the possible

leaders

to

enlist the

It is observed

that not

in the church and Sunday school in the
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confere

e, are contacted and enlisted in

Methods.

school.

service.
a

and

There is in-service training for

those already in

Their training is in the form of supervision and coaching;
much can

learned by observation of others on the. job, workers conferenc-

es can be

held,

and

glri.ded reading is often helpful.

can be given by professional workers.

talks

ership courses can be secured

be

of

practice them with 8!ld teach them to his

leadership class can be held for prospective leaders;

be

Visits and

Correspondence lead-

through the mail.

Delegates can

sent to meetings and institutes and leadership study groups

can.

be

~-;i

convent•101'.lS. 51

CUJ.U

work.

The pastor is to know the various methods

leadership training,
Sunday

th~

formed,

and together they can study and attend workshops,

Of the nineteen pastors in the conference, five offered leadership

education through apprenticship; six offered training classes; six gave
guidance in reading; seven held workers conferences; five reported having
or attending institutes; one visited classes duri.ng the year and offered
coaching; and two had those in training observe others on

reported no leadership training whatsoever.
·e ducation are used by the

church,

the job.

Scme

These methods of leadership

leaders were more adequately trained

to do the task which the Lord had called them t o do.
Calend.ar .2f. Activities. According to Bynie, the :pastor should lead
the Board of Christian Education to develope
ship education activities.

calendar of leader-

None of the nineteen Sunday

reported, had a calendar for the activities of the year.
calendar for leadership education is given by Dr. H.

w.

schools~

that

A suggested
Byrne in "My S S

43. -·-

Handbook for the Pas-tor No. 311

Autumn
Small Church
Annual recogilition and
Dedication service
Christian Education
Week
Monthly Workers
Conference Parti~pa
tion in training school
Weekly training elass
as a pa.rt of the Sunday
school program Home

Large Church
Annnal recognition and
Dedication service

Christian Education Week
Monthly Workers Conference Training school
Weekly TrainiDg class
Home Study Plan

Study Plan

Winter
Monthly conference
Weekly training class
Weekly training class
Empbas-i ze
HOiie Study ~ize Heme Study
l'ea.ding on. missions,
reading on missions, etc.
Midweeknight training
Christian Education,
etc.
School or con- classes f'or any particular needs, or school on
f erence on missions

Monthly . Conference

missions
Spring
Monthly conference

Monthly Conference
Midweek night class on

··church; membership and

beliefs

Home study

Plall for Christian
education Week

Haine study
Weekly
training class as part
school Plan for Christian eduaation week

Sumner
Monthly cqnference
Home study A training Home study
Weekly
class within the Vacaclass as: part of school
tion Bible school
program Assemblies,
Assemblies, ~s, con- camps, etc. Sumner leadferences Summer lead- ership training schools
ership. training school.S52

Monthly conference

This is merely a suggested calendar. It ma:y prove well to list
all conferences and meetings according to the specific dates.

enable the

workers~•

This will

to plan ahead, so they will. not be scheduling any-

thing at. the same time as the leadership• education meetings at the church.
D.

According to Dr. Byrne,

Teacher Training
the. pastor, the superintendent, officers,

44- and the Board of Christian education are

responsible for building the

program -of teachers training• "'·They are to set up

the program for the

period desired, whether i t be one, two, or three years.
select the

ele~nts

They are

to

which the program will include: number of periods:;

methods of teaching course; personal. soul winning; Bible study; adminis.t ration;. child study; officers' clinics; and general classes.

They are

to set the timo and secure t he materials, ·and they are to create a s ched-

ule or a cilendar. These are· all necessary steps in building a program
for teacher

training or leadership training. 53

The curriculum is to be set by the past or; superintendent;
officers;

and

the Board of Christian Education.

the

Class periods me.y be

held eith.er weekly for one or two periods, or monthly;

some use night

classes for seve:ral consecutive nights; departmental classes. are held in
many large churches; afternoon and night class may prove success:ful on

some occassions. Which ever is best for the local church should be used.
According to Flake, the church should definitely offer teacher training.

Asked about the training opportunities provided for the workers. in this Sunday school,
a general superintendent said, "Why, we co-operate
with the city-wide annual training school, other
than that we have no training work in our Sl.Dldrq
school ?" 'As well .try to train a yOu:ng preacher by
sendri.ng h.i:m. 'to a convention once a year. As well
expect a -goocl' c~op i'r<>tl the field that gets rain
only once a year. As ell expect to make brick
without straw, or to get success without effort,
as to expect such a program of training to produce
w. o~kers., -who., knaw,' wha.t Snd·'.hotr _to ,do· .the work of a
Sunday school. Why, even i f a teacher remained
in service and never missed a single annual training school, it would: take aver twenty years. for
him to come ~here near doing sufficient traini:ag work to justify his holding a position 8s
teacher.
Constant opportunit ies should be.

\
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prOVided, wi...t h special weeks of training at least
during each q_uarter·, and other opportunities sandwiched in at · every possible time. . Time must be
prOVided and insistent and eontinuous effort made
to 's et the workers and prospective workers to be
and remain engaged in th~task of training for
this all-important work. ·
~

Procedures..

Class

p~cedures,

according to Byrne,

may

include general discussion only, or a mixture of general discussion and
departmental work. Time for leadership· education programs will vary with
the local church, but beginning at 6:00 P.M. with a. cl.ass,

then supper

at 6:45 P.M •., a message at 7:15 P.M., another class at 8:00 P..M.,

with

dismissal at 8:45 P.M., is one suggested program. 55 Of course it is
the duty of the -pastor.,

superintendent,

the officers, and the Board of

Christian educat ion to appoint those who vill be responsible for the
type a1ld schedule of' the program, but the pastor 'is responsible to see

that it is 4one.
Workers Library.

It is very important, as has been stated previ-

oUS'ly, that the church provide a. workers library.
in leadership training.

This will aid greatly

It is of great importance

that the pastor

endeavor to promote a leadership education and development pro&r"am,

for

the Suru:i.a,Y school does need adequately trained leadership.
E.

S\1IlDaJ."y

This chapter deal.t with (1) the general responsibilities
pastor in leadership education and development, which includes:

of the
Checking

the Christian experience and doctrine of the leaders;; listing prospective

workers; locating service opportunities; training workers

in personal

work; training leaders to train others; training workers .to keep records;
and developing church music and social lif'e.

This chapter tleals ·(2),._, with the responsibility of setting up a
program &f leade-rsbip, education and devel opment, which includes:

listing

the· leaders that are needed; l.ocating the leaders; enlisting the leaders;
giving leadership

~aini.ng;

and drawing up a calendar of act ivit ies for

the-year.

The (3) teacher training required: A program of teacher trajntng;
curriculum for teacher training; training class procedure; and a workers
library.

I
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CHAP1'ER

v

THE PASTOR•s RESPONSIBILITIES IN ADMINISTRATION

A.

Introduction

The pastor has administrative responsibilities
. school as well as his general

res~onsibility

the Sunday

to instruct and inspire, to

supervise, and to train leaders for. the local church.

This

dealt with the general responsibilities of the pastor,
giving proper administration, and

in

chapter has

in the areas

of

studying-the buildings and equipment.

I

Factors to be C@naidered in general responsibilities of administration are:

(1) the advisability of the pastor serving as

superintendent;

Sunday school

(2) the importance of the pastor having a Board of Christ-

ian Education; (3) the importance of the pastor

seeing that

there is a

general superintendent; (4) the advisability o~ · having departments

and

grading where it is necessary; (5) the importance of removing inefficiencies; and · (6) the importance of having a well organized Sunday school.
Buildings and

equipment are

discussed

studying them before making any changes.

as well

These

as the need

things which a

of

well

equipped Sunday school include are listed i n the chapter.
B.

General Responsibilities in Administration

1h,! Pastor !W. Superintendent.
acity as administrator, supersede the

The pastor should not, in his capsuperintenden~.

Some authorities

say that it is not advisable for the pastor to be a Sunday school

supe~

intendent. 56 At least two of the pastors in the conference, stated that
they were the Sunday sch&ol superintendents in their own SundfilY school.

\

I
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According to Flake·:
The pastor should not be superintendent of
the Sunday school. He will need a superintendent, and he should see that the church elects
the best man for the place; and. then he should!
help him to be the best superintendent possible.
Neither should the pastor infringe upon the
authority and prerogatives of the superintendent;
he should not announce plans for the school,
appoint officers and teachers, transfer classes
from one room to another, and otherwise assume
the direct leadership of the Sunday school.
These are the duties of the superintendent and
the pastor should expect the superintendent to
attend to them. The pastor should not run the
Sunday school, but he should be ready to help
the superintendent with his advice and counsel
at all times.
Should the pastor undertake the active
·management of the Sunday school, appoint ing
officers and teachers, grading the school, . classifying the pupils, doing general Sunday school
visiting, ushering pupils to their seats, conducting the Sunday morning program, and leadj,ng
the music, no matter how well he may be able to
do these things, he will find that the results
will not be satisfactory in the end. Usually
three things inevitable will result if the pastor
undertakes to run the Sunday school.
(l) .He will neglect other things that he
should do. The pastor will not have the time to
run the Sunday school and at the same time attend
to his other duties. Even in a very small church
the pastor will 'hB.ve his hands full if he gives
his attention to the things which need him, and
which cannot be done by any one lese. The pastor
may be able to run the Sunday school perhaps
better than the superiµtendent; indeed he might
make a first-class superintendent, but it would
be impossible for hitn to be a good superintendent and a good pastor at ohe ·and tne::;same t ime.
The pastor cannot run the Sunday school, properly
repare his sermons, do the necessary reading and
tudy, minister to the sick and respond to the
multitudinous calls which would seem to have a
right to his attention. It is impossible.
The
pastor cannot do everyt~ himself and he should
not try.
(2) He will do work that some one else should
do. The pastor who undertakes to do everything
will soon have a church full of people who cannot

~

I
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do anything. One ·of the pastors greatest opportunities for service will be found in developing
capable leaders for all activities in the church ••••
(3) He will develop opportunities for arousing opposition. When the pastor assumes active
management of the Sunday s«iliool, or when he
unwisely intrudes his opinions or ihfringes upon
the prerogatives and duties of the superintendent,
he is certain t~ arouse opposition and create
dissatisfaction. It may never manifest itself
outwardly, but eventually there will be a slackening of interest and enthusiasm along the line.
The pastor and superintendent are yoke-fellows in
a great task and they should be brothers indeed, at
all times s~wing the greatest consideration for
each other.
.., ..:.
::·
'

:.. ·v. . . .

~

Pastor

~~~

·•'' ''"

.2f Christian Educatfon.

The pastor

encourages the organization of a Board of Christian education or a
uomrnittee on. Education to help plan and coordinate the program.
the preceeding statements

In

the importance of the pastor not attempting

to do everything by himself was discussed.

ThUs,

it is

important for

the pastor to work with the Board of Christian Education in planning
and coordinating the

program of the Sunday school.

Why have a Board

of Christian Education if they do not share in these responsibilities?
One might ask,"why have a Board of Christian Education a:n:yway?" Dr. H.

w.

Byrne in his book entitled, "My S S Handbook for the Board of Chris.t ian
Education", gives some answers to this question.
Because no~ person can adequate(ly) administer all phases of a total desirable program.
H. No~ person can understand all the needs and
interests of all age groups.
c. No~ person can know the most effective
methods of meeting meeds.
D. Various viewpoints are needed to avoid overlapping, confusion, neglect, and frustration.
E. Delicate situations and misfits of leadership
can be handled better by such a group.
F. Continuity of policies can be assured when
leaders change.
G. Wider representation develops understanding
A.
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supp.a rt, new leadership, and maintains a demoCra.tic balance of power. ·

Such a board makes Christian education officially a part of the total program of the
church.
I. This board can educate the church as to the
importance of Christian education.
J. Such a board gives support to the officers
and teachers and thereby lifts morale.
By
official appointment or election of officers
K.
and teachers, they feel the importance of their
position.
No
church is too large or too small to have
L.
a Board of Christian Education.
M. The leadership of the church should be responsible to the church.
N. Christian education should not simple ,B! the
church, but 2.£ the .c hurch, and J?l: the church. 58

H.

With all

of the above

reaso~..s

for having a Board of Christian

Education, it is very easy to see that it

is

churches interviewed had Sunday school boards, but
Board of Christian Education.
business of the Sunday school,

All of the

they did. not have a

The Sunday School Board is to handle the
but the Sanday school

educational agency in the church.
Schools.

important.

~ia.ny

is

not

the only

churches have Daily Vacation Bible

Some churches have Weekday Released Time Religious Education.

With all of the various agencies and responsibilities, it is

easy to see

that the churches which have had Boards of Christian Education, have found
them profitable,. It is one of the churches administrative responsibilties
to encourage the organization of this board.

Phillip Cowell Jones SS¥S:

A well-devised scheme of organization is
necessary if the churdh school is to be effective.
How shall it be controlled? What are its specific
functions? How shall its work be done?·
If states have "development commissions, 11
should churches be less far-sighted?
A ~ 2f control. This should be elected
by the congregation or appointed as a subcommittee
of the official board of the church. If there are
such other committees, as those on missions,
public worship, and finance, i t is logical to have

(

I
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a strong local committee on religious education,
similarly selected. In too many churches the b:ody
directing educational matters is elected by only
those interested in the church school. Under this
kind of an arra.pgement the entire program is
thought of ~ot only as secondary to the church
itself, but often as an actual competitor of
other emphases and agencies. This should not be.
The church's . education program merits the lavish
expenditure of the time and talents of the finest
Christian it can produce. Let such be selected
to constitute the church committee on religious
education.
It would be wise to include in such a group
the pastor of the church, representatives of the
trustees, elders, deacons, parents, and young
people. Among the members there· woul.d be, of
course, teachers and pupils in the school. As
often as other important church committees report
to the official board or congregation, so .often
should this one make its reports. It ought to
meet as frequently as necessary to formulate
policies, to consider important problems, to deal
with pertinent financial matters, and to exercise
constant supervision over the entire program of
the church school. Under the general direction
of this committee, school leaders can serve with
confidence .and effectiveness.
Such a group,
steadily and constructively criti~~' can give
great inpetus to the church school.
~Pastor~

is a general

Superintendent.

s~perintendent

The

pastor is to see that

there

to serve as an executive officer of the Board

of Christian Education and as an assistant

to the pastor.
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Concerning

the general superintendent, Jesse Lyman Hurlbut says:
The president of the New York Central Railway
was called upon by a legislative committee to
explain the system of signals employed upon the
railroad for the protection of passengers. He
gave a detailed statement, aruiwered every question,
and then made this remark: "However perfect the
system may seem to .be, there must always be a man
to work it; and in the final analysis more depends
on the man than on the pl.a n."
That which is true in every human organization is especially true in the Sunday .school:
its success depends not on a constitution, whether
written or unwritten, but upon a man. In thg
Sunday school that man is the superintendent. 1

(
(
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The pastor is to see that the General Superintendent serves as
his assistant and as an executive officer of the Board of Christian
Education.

This is part of his administrative duties.

Departments~

Grading.

The pastor sheuld encourage the creation

and maintenance of the departments in the Sunday school with Departments
Superintendents to assist

the General Superintendent.

Superintel!ldents administer the work of the departments.

The Department
Three out of

nineteen pastors reported that they were using the departmental system
in their Sunday schools.

Sixteen out of the nineteen were not .

Flake

s-ays:
How often do we see a Sunday school which
should provide for full departmentization limping
along on the class basis. Other schools permit
general officers to serve also as department
officers, ~r perhaps use department
officers as
6
t ·e achers.
According to Flake, there are three good reasons for grading the
Sunday school.

These apply to departmentalizing a.s well.

They are:

(1) It makes it easier to reach those who ought to be in the Sunday school,
for there are those who are directly responsible for each small group; (2)
It makes it easier to teach and work with those who are in the Sunday
school,

for they are all at about the same level of intelligence, and

interest levei; and (3) It makes some individual definitely responsible
for winning each lost pupil to Christ. 63

As for the reasons why Sunday schools do not departmentalize, there
are three which are usually given:

(1) There are not enough teachers; (2)

there is not enough room; and (3) pupils will leave· the Sunday school.
In regard to the first objection to departmentalizing Flake says:

After a religious census of the community has
been taken and the need for additional teachers
becomes apparent, the pastor and superintendent
invariable say, ttwe haven't enough teachers to
grade (or departmentalize) our Sunday school."
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And often the school is left ungraded because
of this erroneous impression. This is an imaginary difficulty, for every church has within its
membership enough teachers and officers to take care
of the Sunday school situation. To be. sure they are
not trained and efficient, but they have been saved
and they are good raw material out of which fine
officers and teachers can be made. They need6 be
trained ·ana. put to work in the Sunday school.

40

Concerning the second objection:

That theieis not enough room

to departmentalize the Sunday school, Flake says:
Another imaginary obstacle in the way of
grading a Sunday school is the prevalent idea
that there is "not enough room." The same number
of pupils in double the number of classes in the .
same building can be taught with less confusion
and with far more effectiveness , , than the same
number of pupils in half the number of classes in
the same building. This has been demonstr~ted
over and over again.
A teacher with a small class can draw the
pupils close around him, speak in an undertone,
and can be distinctly heard by all the pupils
without disturb~ng others. He can also minister
to the individual needs. of his pupils and really
teach them.
For example, eitht teachers can do more
effective work in one large room with forty-eight
boys and girls, with six to a class, than four
teachers can with forty-eight boys and girls in
the same ~oom with twelve in each class. There
would be less confusion, better atten6~on, and
more efficient work done in every way. '
Two objections to the departmentalizing of the Sunday school have
been faced.

The ·third objection:

That pupils will leave the

school, appears to be a stronger one.

Flake

says

Sunday

~oncerning

objection:
How often is the question asked, would you
grade a class if it would cause the members to
quit the Sunday school?' This looks like a real
difficulty, but it us not. It is purely imaginary,
because they will not quit the Sunday school if
the matter is handled in tpe right way and the
school is properly graded. In some instances a
person has been known to drop out of the Sunday

this
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school for a week . ·or two, but he has usually
returned and has thought more of the Sunday school
after having had an experience like this.
There will not be any trouble at this point,
for if teachers will co-operate and . use their
influence with their pupils, they can get them to
agree to grade the Sunday school. The trouble
usually ig not with the pupils but with the
6
teachers.
In order for a Sunday school to remove the difficulties in

th~

way

of grading, and adopt the close grading departmental sy§Jtem, the pastor
and superintendent are to inform themselves about the system by reading
books about it, ·and visiting Sunday schools which have adopted it.

They

may have frequent conferences about it until they are in perfect accord.

Then the superintendent may hold
officers of the Sunday school.

conferences with the

teachers

Flake says:

The benefits of grading shbuld be intelligently
presented by the superintendent and the pastor.
The whole matter should be gone over and discussed
in the most brotherly way, allowing everyone an
opportunity to express his opinion. It will be
easy to show that by grading the Sunday school
its membership can be doubled within a few months.
and that the work of the teache~s can be made more
effective in every way. Likewise, it will be
easy to show that a great Sunday school from
every standpoint can be built up after it is
graded.
Often more than one conference will be necessary, but after the teachers and officers have
been convinced that it is for the best interest
of all concerned to grade the school, all objections will disappear and perfect harmony will
prevail. Again, it should be said tha'~ a Sunday
school should not be graded until there is assurance of co-operation on the part of all teachers
and officers. A ~eat dea1 of praying will often
be necessary.
The superintendent and the pastor should
make from the church roll list of the men and
women in the membership of the church who
apparently possess the qualification of teachers.
These commissioned leadeI?s should then seek
out such members and urge upon them the great

and
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need for teachers and the rare privilege which
this call for s:e rvice represents. The same s.e nse
of unworthiness which prompts and immediate
refusal is excellent evidence of fitness to serve.
The consecrated Christian will not long resist the
appeal of his brethren to give himself to service
which in their judgement he is qualified to render.
Let it be said again that there is enough
good material in every church to t8.ke care of the
Sunday school situation i f this material is developed. Often many of the best men and women refuse
to undertake the task of teaching in the. Sunday
school because they feel their incopetency and
lack of training.... Let the pastor and superintendent organize a training class for a week or
two weeks of intensive study •••• -Classes shouJ.d
be conducted at intervals all through the year.
Much joy and many surprises will come to the
pastor and superintendent as they see these new
teachers and officers becOIIllimg skilled workers.
The organization should be made out on paper
with 1ists made up of the pupils as they are to
be arranged in classes, (and departments) teachers
being properly assigned according to an understanding previously reached in conferences.
The Sunday ·s chool should meet promptly. The
superintendent shouJ.d present the matter of grading to the entire school , setting out clearly the
advantages of grading. The pastor should also
speak for a few minutes • .Let each appeal to the
loyalty of the pupils and ask for the co-operation
of the entire school.
The superintendent should insist that everyone shall be perfectly quiet and still unless asked
to speak or move. He should ask for a certain
part of the building to be vacated in order to
have a place to seat the pupils as they are graded.
It may be necessary to have a nuinber of the
pupils and classes stand up argJtlld the wall in
order to make sufficient space.
Gee states, it is important that the pastor see that there are
department superintendents for each department.

It is his responsibility

to see that the system of organization includes the fact that the department superintendents are to assist the general superintend'ent, and administer
the work of the department.

The

departmen~ . superintendent

is the chief ad-

ministrative officer of the department. His position is like that of

the
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general superintendent of a small school. He is held responsible by the

(

general superintendent of the administration of school policies within
his department. .He is expected to make a detailed r aport of every pnase
of the school program as it relates to his department_. ·, This .effice cannot
be overlooked in the organization of the departmental system.
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Removing Inefficiencies. The pastor~ in his capacity as administrator, sees that overlapping and neglect.in certain areas are overcome.
This makes for efficiency, and thus the work of the Sunday school functions
more smoQthly.
.:.
':.· ~

If their is overlapping of responsibilities in the Sunday

school there is liable to be shunning of responsibilities, or friction is
liable to be created.

If their is neglect

in

some areas and it is

allowed to continue, there will doubtless be more of it, as a result.

The

pastor is to see that there is .no overlapping of responsibilities of neglect
in the work of the Sunday school.

This can be checked if reports are

required on the work of all of the teachers and officers of the Sunday
school.

Most of the Sunday schools interviewed did not have a committee

to contact ·the sick, apparently in-so-far as organized committee work, this
is a neglected phase of the Sunday school work.
Organization.

The pastor will recognize the three divisions in

the operation of the work - children, youth, and adult, and the fact that
departments are subdivisions, and classes are subdivisions of the departments.

Figure I is a chart showing the division , departments, and classes

according to

~es.

Various Schools.

The pastor is to be alert

the various schools, such as:

to make provision for

The Daily Vacation Bible School;

the

Weekday Religious Education Schools; and any other schools that may prove
advisable. He is to be very much concerned about the Christian education
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FIGURE I

!Jt large churches (a) signifies divisioJlS, (b) signifies depart-

ments, and (c) signifies classes.

In medium churches (a) signifies the

departments, and (b) signifies the classes.

In very small churches the

(a) signifies the classes.
(b)
Cradle Roll (o -

(a)

(c)

)

Nursery

(0 - 3)

Begi.Jmers

(4 - 5)

Primaries

(6 - 8)

Juniors

(9 -11)

CHILDREN (0 - 11)

(12 -24)

Seniors

(15 - 17)

Yollllg PeopJ.e _(18 - 24)

ADULTS

(25 -

)

8
9
10
11

year
year
yea:r
year
year
year
year
year
year
year
year

old
old
old
old
old
old
old
old
old
old
old

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

yea:r
year
year
year
year
year
year
year
year
- 24

old .pupils
old pupils
old pupils
old pupils
old pupils
old pupils
old pupils
old pupils
old pupils
year old pupils '

7

Intermediates (12 - 14)
YOUTH

l
2
3
4
5
6

Early ·

(25 - 40)

Middle

(41 - 70)

Late

(71 -

)

pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils
pupils

Young married couples
classes, men's classes, women's classes,
etc.

..
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of the people of the church and the community, and is to strive with all
of his power and influence to see that they get the
they need.

education that

In his capacity, as administrator, he can promote these various

means of Christian education.
There are many reasons why Daily Vacation Bible school is necessary.

The public schools are closed during the three summer months, and

the children need something to occupy their
into mischief i f there is nothd.ng to do.

time.

They can easily get

Homer L. Grice says:

Many pastors and Christian workers are beseeching the public schools to release the children for an hour a week to go to the churches for
religious training.
Would that every public
school board of education, every superintendent,
every principal, every teacher might say, "why
don't you use the time you have? We close down
for three months out of the twelve. You can have
all the children not for one hour a week, but for
five days a week and three hours a day. Prove
your sincerity by utilizing the time you have when the perils of the children are greatest and
their needs sorest - and then if you think you
need still more time, we will listen to you and
see i f we can readjust our Pg§STams to give you
an hour a ~.,eek of our time." ·

Many

churches offer a D. V. B.

s.

in the summer.

This testifies to

its value. ·Seven out of nineteen of the pastors interviewed, reported that
they had a D.
·B.

s.

v.

B.

s.

in 1954 • . Twelve of the nineteen did not hold D. V.

Grice goes on to say:
The perils of vacation time suggest the needs
of the children. What ought to be a blessing has
become a:.menace. Their · play ~if"e..:- noeeas supervision; their activities need purposeful guidance;
their minds need the mental stimUli of Bible
drills, membry work, story-telling, dramatization
and other expressional activities; their moral
natures need the magic touch that will transmute
their bad into good habits and help. them, among
other things, to be punctual, regular, honest
truthful, obedient, faithful, dependable, kind,
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sincere and reverent; and their spiritual natures
need to assimilate the great spiritual varities
of the ages so that they will love God, ilelight
in his word, accept the Saviour and- serve ma.nking.
It is unnecessary to enlarge on the needs of
the children. Every one recognizes their daily
perils. Parental hearts are sore troubled.
Pastors and church workers agonize over the crime
wave among the youth and the spiritual poverty
of unnumbered millions of the children of the
land.
The nation has seemingly awakened to the
dire peril of a people ethically an4 spiritually
untrained. It has spent millions to give the child
a physical chance by routing the army of diseases
that formerly preyed on it. It has spent other
millions to abolish mental illiteracy among the
youth of the land and practically succeeded in
this effort. It has enacted laws to compel par. ents to care for the physical and mental needs of
their children. It stands helpless, however, on
the threshold of the childs spiritual life. The
fundamental law of the land says that it must
not teach the child religion. The teaching of
morality and spiritu.al,ity, therefore, bas been the
responsibility of the parents and the churches.
The attendance of both parents and children upon
church schools has _been, now is and will continue
to be entirely voluntary.
The churches need more time for religious
education. Notwithstanding the marvelous growth
of the Sunday schools, the millions of dollars
that have been put into church educational plants,
the glorious progress in teacher training, the
nation-wide introductio~ of modern and more efficient methods of organization in th Sunday
schools, it is evident that the Sunday school
cannot in and of itself meet the challenge of the
day. It needs reinforcements. Its one hour or
one hour and a quarter a week cannot . provide the
time necessary for religious teaching. The time
it meets - the Lord's day - precludes its utilizing certain fine educational methods even though
it had the time.... The churches can fbnd that
time during the summer vacation period.
The pastor is to see that

the Daily Vacation Bible School is

planned well in advance - perhaps in December, or January.

He

is

the

pastor for the Daily Vacation Bible School and offers his services wherever they are needed.

Out of nineteen pastors in the conference who reported,

'.
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five had Daily Vacation Bible Schools during the summer; fo:ar had not

r
I

had a D.

v.

B.

s.

in a: whole year; two had not had a D. V. B.

s.

in two

years; and the rest reported that they had not had a:n:y for a long tilne.
The pastor is to be alert to make provisions for Daily Vacation Bible
School as well as the various other schools of the church, or the people
of the church and community will go without Christian education.
C. Buildings and Equipment
Along with the Board,_and in close cooperation with the superintendent, the pastor is responsible to see

that prop.e r and adequate

buildings. and equipment are provided. 11 EqUipment does not make

the

Sunday school, for it is surprising what some have done without adequate
equipment, and .space, but good equipment is important. However one should
not overestimate the value of it.

Methods and machinery are good;

but men thoroughly imbued with the Holy Spirit,

and some Sunday school

know-how and enthusiasm, alre indispensable.
Many

of the old churches were · built for worship services only, and

the needs of the Sunday school were not taken into consideration. Building committees now give attention to the housing and equipment

Sunday school. Marion Lawrenc·e

of the

said~

A Sunday-school building should be built
from the inside out and not from the outside in;
that is to say, the first consideration should be
the securing of convenient quarters for the
school, no matter what shape this may give to the
outside of the building, rather than designing a
building for its architectural effect on the
passer-by, while the Sunday school room is made
to fit inside of it somewhere. However, these
two qualifications of attractiveness and ada~~
abili ty are not inconsistent with each other. ·
If a church refuses to build, and it is not advisable to do so any-
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I/

helpful as a temporary partition.

Large class

departments and screens 'l1J8¥ be· put up, after

separate the various. classes.

Movable

screens

rooms

are often

can be made

the opening

into

exercis~,

to

Sometimes at the back of the ol,d churches a

two story building can be errected which contains four

department rooms,

while three or four other departments meet in the sanctuary. Whatever is
done, the building program is
Sunday school,

to be well ahead

of the growth of the

s:o that the Sunday school will never have to be at a.

stand-still, while the church waita to buil,d.

According to Byrne, the pe.stor is. to know the importance of a good
bnjJding.

A good building hel.ps to create a. good atmosphere.

well constructed and clean, people are more liable t o

~i te

If

it is

their friends

to attend the church and SUJ'.lday school. A good building encourages the
workers of' the Sund:a;y" school to

as~

their services..

The pastor should

study the buildi.ng when it is full and when it is empty.

He should stusy

carefully the pos·s ibility of .a new building, to meet the purposes of the
Sunday school.

He should study the possibility of

equipment 8lJd facilities.

~

the present

He must remember that. his hel.p:ful suggestions

will assist the superintendent in getting results.

He should l1ot be afraid

of askiJJg f.or the proper improvements. Re .should collect good
on equipnent and buildingS.

It proves helpful when the time

litera~re

time comes

for improvement.73
According to Lawrence, a well equiped StJ?lda3r school should inClude
s·ome of the following items:: Department rooms;· class rooms; adequate seating; class tables; of:ficers' furniture; class boxes; cupboards;

boards; wall maps. sand maps; charts; musical instruments;

blaak-

Bibles;

song
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books; a teachers• library; a general library; cabinets; a reading room;
a social room; articles of equipment; and any other articles which might
seem helpful.

The pastor should k:nQw what eqUipment ·and space is available

:for the Sunday school, and what the needs might be in either.74
D.

Summary

The general responsibilities of the pastor in
cl.ude:

admdnistrat~on

in-

(1) the ·a dvisability of the pastor not being the Sunday- school

superintendent; (2) the importance ·of his having a Board of .'.:'. ebria~

Education; (3) the importance of

~e

pas.tor .seeing that there· is a gener-

al superintendent; (4) the importance of his seeing that there are depa.r,t-

ments. and grading
where it i s -:r!ecessary; (5) the advisability of removing
,.
inefficiencies;: and ( 6) the i · r tance of seeing that the Sunday school
is; well organized.

The res~ibility
.. "

of the pastor
.

bui-ldingS and equipment are provid d for th
th~ importalJCel~ . the. ~t9rs ;;a~

in seeing that

good

Sunda.Y school. includes: ,· (1). "·

the · buildings and equipment for

possible impTovement; and ('2) the importance of the pastor knewing what

equipment is expected. to be found in a well equiped Sunday schoul,.

I
CHAPTER VI

THE PASTOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES IN BUILDING THE PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
A.

Introduction

The pastor is to help build aa-a>rdinated and well-balanced program

of Christian education. Where the progroam of 'Christian education is weµ
planned and well balanced the best results are realized.
that the pastor,

responsibility.
t1d:

by

It is expected

virtue of his. position, will lead in this

In this chapter the following two points were consider-

The program, and same areas that are often neglected in the :program.
The program of Christian education

includes (1) a calendar of

activities; (2) dependance upon the guidance, of the Holy Spirit; and (:;)
certain other matters, such as the church calendar and special days.

Some areas which are often neglected in the pregram of Christian
education are:

Music; Christian culture; and spiritual retreats.
B. The Program

The pastor helps to build the program of Christian education.. It
is expected that the pastor will lead in building-the program.

Calendar ,2! Activities.

The program of Christi.ml

include a calendar of' activities for the year.

education may

The one bel.ow might serve

as a sample and guide.. The various monthly items in the chart are merely
suggestions.
October

November

1 •. Rally Day
2. Missionary Day

1. Armistice Day
2. Thanksgiving Day

:;.

4.

.:;. Missionary SUDday
World Temperance Sunday 4. Decision Day

Columbus Day

I
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Halloween
United Nations Day
Laymenl Day
National Bible Week
9o World-Wide Communion
Sunday
10. Good month to emphasize an enlargement

5.
6.

7.

All Saints Day
Good month to empbasize Bible
Pr.omote Christmas
p~ .

8.
9.

program

Plan for workers•
training class
Or weekly traini.ng

class

ll. Promote December
10.. Monthly workers'
items
conference
12. Pr0mote Thanksgiving ll. Census
Plans
12. Father-Son Banquet
13. Check on Sunday
school for the past
year
14. Sunday school year

begi.nS
15. MOn.thly workers• conference

December
1.

Universal Bible
Sunday

2.

Christmas Day

January
l.
· 2.

3.

3. Missionary Sunday
4.

Monthly workers•

4.

e~erence

5.
6.

February

1.
2.
3.

4.

Epiphany Sunday

Missionary Sunday
Universal week Qf
Prayer
New Year's Day
Monthly Workers•
con:t'erence
Youth Week

~

World Day of Prayer 1. Palm Sunday
Boy Scout Sunday
2. Missionary Sunday
Linclon' s Birthday 3. Plan a loyalty camWashington• s
paign to follow up

Birthday
Easter
4. Monthly workers•
5. Valentine'·s Day
6. National Crime Preconference
7.

8.

9.
10.
ll.
12.

vention Week
5. School of missions
National Freed.Oil Day 6. Promote April plans
Plan Easter
7. Plan for May
activities
Missionary SUnday
National Smile Week
Monthly workers• conference·
Promote March plans

April

1. Easter Sunday

\

~
lo May Day

2. Arbor Day

2.

3. National Baby Week

3.

I Am An American Dq

4.

4.

National Day Prayer

J,oye.lty Campaign

National Family Week

I
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5. Plan for D.V..B.s.
6. Childrens' Day plans
7. Fathers• .Day plans
a. Graduates
9. Good Friday
10. Missionary Sunday
ll. Monthly Workers'
Con:ference

5. Pentecost Sunday
6. Memorial Day
1. Promote D.V.B.s.
a. Promote swmner camps
9. Missionary Sun~
10. Mother•s Day
ll. Mother and Daughter
Banquet
12. Monthly Workers•
conference

~

~

1.

Flag Day

2. Childrens' Day

3. D.V.ll.S.
4. Father• s Day
5. Decision SUDday

1. Independence Day
2. Missionary ·SUDday
3. Plans for new year

4.

vacationers
6.• Promote Youth Camps 5. Monthly conference
6. SUJ11Rer leadership
7. Missionary Sunday
8. Monthly workers'
classes
conference
7. Sunday School picnic
Plans ·t o get

August

September
1. Labor Day
2. Missionary Sunday
Missionary Sunday
3. Robert Raikes•
Plan fQr Promotion
Birthday(Sept.14)
Day
4. ReligioUs. Education
Plan for InstallaWeek
tion Day
5. Promotion -Day
Plan for Rally Day 6. Installation Day
Pl.an for Enlargement 7. Plan for Rally Day
Get vacationers back -a. .Plan ..for enl~:ment
Mon'thly Workers•
9. Monthly Workers'
eonference
conference
10. Start attendance
Summer leadership
training classes!·•
crusade
ll. Workers• retreat to
P1-an for the new
year's work

1. Friend-1Up Day
2. Homecoming Sunday

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

A calendar of activities is helpful in building a well balanced
program in the church. None of the pastors interviewed though, bad such
a calendar in their churches.
According to Smith, twenty-five years ago the liturgical churches
were the chief, i f not the only users of yearly schedules for church work.
To t be1 ·

tl10

anP-ual calendar accompanied the prescribed order of worship.
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Evangelical preachers guarded against this perennial ·tendency in religion ·
which first became ritualistic and then spiritually impoverished. Histori
bad proven to the Evangelicals that they were taking the right stand.

The

Protestant reforma.tion was founded upon 11 justification by fai th11 and "the
]lriesthood of believers"; which began to disregard the false papal authori ty.

:But in. their attempt to avoid the stereotyped program, the evangel-

icals found they were often falling into the danger of stereotyping the
Holy Spirit.

To devitalize the Holy Spirit amounted to the same

having a stereotyped program - i f not worse.

thing as

They were wrong in assuming

that the Holy Spd.rit cannot and will not and must not equally well direct
one in the arramgement of a years' program - of for that matter, a program

of two, or five, or even :fifteen years.
Some evangelica+ preachers later came to a

larger faith iil the

guidance of the Holy Spirit and began to prayerf'ully practice planning
for each year a balanced program. They still continued to seek the iUidance of the Holy for each day aDd sometimes had to revise their plans accordingly, but still they found the plannhig of the yearly prograll to be

profitable. They found their churches becoming stronger a.µd

~re

enduring

than some others where a yearly program was frowned upon as. unnecessary i f not an affront to the Holy Spirit.

As these evangelicals continued to trqst the omniscience of God

for the future plans they noticed that year after year it was more

easy

and natural to do certain things_when like things were being done by other
churches throughout all Christendomo

Thus an increasing number of

the

evangelicals found themselves coordinating their work with that

of

liturgists in spite of the fact that the basic reasoning of the

former

the

I
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was quite different from that of the latter.

Evangelicals built a program

that Would induce a personal experience of salvation and growth in grace.
The strictly liturgical trusted more in the ability of the church to con-

fer divine grace through approved in$trumen:ta.lities sincerely devised for
the purpose. A sensible and ·a daptable church year is as needful and logical for the evangelicals- as for the liturgists; that there really e:re·

seasons of the soul - times when all the conditions of the spiritual s.oil
seems to be conducive to the sowing of the seed; others when.germination
aml esrly growth seem most natural; others when the only thing to do is to
cont~

stirri.M the soil and eliminating the weeds; others. when blossom-

ing and fruitage may be expected; and others when the Lord of the harvest

gathers the wheat,

~atiDg

it :t.rom the tares, but preserving the good

grain.76

General Suggestions. The pastor is. to avoid "pet programs" and
promote all the organizations of the SUnday school.

There may

be

a

tendancy to favor certain groups within the Sun<Ucy- school perhaps, but the.

pastor is to be on guard that this does not happen, i f he expects to have
a- weli balanced program.

Lawrence says:

The vise pastor will recognize the place
and power of the Sunday-school in its relation
to the whole church. He will see his personal
relation to and opportunity in the school aJJd
govern. himself accordingly. He should know h~
and have the power to unify all the agencies of
the church, coordinating them in sucb a way as
to -give to all their proper pJ.ace in order to
secure the largest. and best results. On this
account, he should thoroughly acquaint himself
with modern up-to-date Sunday-school work in
all its phases,. local, denomj~'tional, interdeneminational and world wide.

Within the Sunday school all of" the phases of the work are to be

I

~
promoted equally.

Visiting, Bible study, evangelism, missions, and all

of the other phases of the work, must be given equal attention.

Concern-

ing this fact, J. N. Barnette said:
If the Sunday school officers and teachers
are constant in their efforts to reach more
people, the pastor will have to see that the
Sunday school organization is adequate and that
regular visitation is carried on. If a Sunday
school takes seriously its work of . teaching the
Bible, the ~stor will have to see that the officers and teachers understand that the Bible is
the one textbook of the Sunday school and see that
they are trained for their task. If the Sunday
school is positively and primarily evangelistic,
the pastor will have to see that the officers
and teachers have a passion for the lost and
that practical plans are adopted and carried out.
Whether the Sunday school is aggressively missionary or not will be determined by what the
pastor does in his relationship to the Sunday
school. Whether or not there is a spirit of
loyalty to the .c hurch will be determined by the
leadership of the pastor. If the Sunday school
officers, teachers, and pupils attend the preaching services in large numbers, the pastor will
have to win their respect, love, and co-operation.78
If the pastor has pet programs

in the

Sunday school program will be neglected.
pastor must strive to give

Sunday school, some of the

This

equal ·attention to

should not

happen.

every function

of

The
the

Sunday school. .
The pastor, according to Byrne, may critically analyze his denominational program and adapt it to the local church situation.

He

may make

'
up a chart which contains the

various

officers

the conference, district, and the local church.

in

the general church,

The pastor may have

the

church consider the denominational plans in setting up their program. 79

'~h~ pastor may remember that "set" programs lead to ritualism and
the danger

of spiritual

poverty.

The program

should not

be so formal

I
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I

that it cannot be changed.

If the program gets

in a "rut" the Sunday

school cannot expect to hold the interest of the pupils, nor achieve the
purpose for which it
program, and each

is

founded.

part have

meaningless and ritualistic.

There

purpose, and
The

pastor

should be

variation

meaning or else
is to

see

that

in the

it . becomes
this

does

not happen.
On the other hand, the pastor is to remember that no plans lead to
the danger of "stereotyping the Holy Spirit".
well as for a day.
program.

He can lead for a year as

Often if there is no plan, there is no unity

There must be plans.

in

the

Hurlbut says:

A good school is orderly, yet it is not too
orderly. Everybody is in place at the proper
time. At the minute, and not a minute later, the
superintendent opens the school. If he rings a
bell, it is gentle, musical one, held up by the
leader as a signal and scaJiely sounded. There is
not more confusion than at the opening of any
other religious service. Only one service is
conducted at a time; singing is worshipful, just
as well as prayer, and the Scriptures are read
thoughfully and reverently.
No officers are
rushing up and down the aisles during the services;
no loud calls are made for order; yet there is
suitable quietness when quietness is desirable.
A good school is never disorderly, yet it cannot
be said that t he best school is always the most
orderly. Occasionally one sees a Sunday school
where order has gone to t he extreme of repressing
all enthusiasm, where .t he program is too finely
cut and too t horoughly dried, where the mechanism
moves with t he precision of the lockstep in a
state prison. The ideal of the Sunday school is
not that of the French minister of education who
is reported to have stated that he could look at
his watch and tell at that minute what questio1J3o
was before each class in every school in France!
Leaders are to be trained in conducting programs if t hey are going
to lead them properly.

It

is

not enough for a pastor to criticize a

program without first, training the program l eader on how to lead a program.

t
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The leaders are to be taught also that they.are to enter into the spirit
of the program and engage in the worship.

McKibben said:

Leaders (1) are frequently untrained in the
art of conducting worship; . (2) Make inadequate
preparation for each service; (3) fail themselves
to enter into the worship experience; (4) possess
only a superficial understanding of theory and
technique of worship; (5) become mechanical and
familiar with worship materials; (6) lack necessary
leadership skill, poise, and self-control; (7)
frequently intrude their personalities and mannerisms into the experience to its detriment; (8) who
are technically trained in music do not understand
the relationship of music to worship; (9) are
given training in leading worship at the expense
. of the worship experience i ts elf; ( 10) follow too
rigidly a set plan, failing to utilize U§rxpected
opportunities and spontaneous responses•
·
The Holy Spirit.

The pastor is to remember, wi t h all of his plan-

ning, t hat the Holy Spirit can help the program to be flexible.
if t he unexpected happens, the one in charge will not be
frustrated.

so apt

Therefore,
to

get

If t he Holy Spirit is allowed to have His way, the program will

undoubtedly include an element of the unexpected. · The
room in his planned program for this.

pastor must

This will release the tension which

would otherwise be present in the programs of the Sunday school.
ing this , Nevin

c.

leave

Harner said:

Whatever plans are laid, there unfolding
ought to be as nearly spontaneous as possible.
If a new organization springs up, it ought not to
do so because of an official communication from
denominational headquarters , but - like the bluegrass on Kentucky meadows - because it can't help
it. This is not to say t hat there is no place for
caref ul planning. Sooner or later some responsibly body ought to see t he life of t he congregation
as a whole, and lay painstaking plans in the light
of that vision. But- let it be said once more t his is no t to take the place of spontaneous
growth nor stifle it in any way, but, rather, to
foster, nurture, and guide it. To change the
figure, the planning that is done ought to provide

Concern-

channels through which the deep· life of a congregation ~ flow smoothly, freely, and to SOllle
purpose.
The-~.paator, by

and

virtue

of his position,

is to wisely'

carefully,

prayerfully devel9p a calendar for the entire year. It is to include

the aetivitie.a which were given earlier as an exampile; the sermon titles;
and all of the other functions of the church. This. is: to be done prayer:fully and carefully, and as has been stated concerning planning programs,

it is. to serve the pas.t or and the Sunday school and church, but neither
the pastor nor the church is t o be a slave, to it.
Program Elements.
ing

In order for the pastor to build a plan, accord-

to Byrne, there are certain elements to consider.

chart of curriculum subjects. from the source of

He may secure

his Sunday

a

school and all

other literature. He nmst get a semple of all the materials ·which will
be used.

He· must see tl:at the charts list month by month the subjects of

study for each organization.

He should se·c ure his denominational calendar

to note .special days and denominational days; compile a list of his local
church groups with their plans; and include his pulpit plans also. 83 Smith

states s:ome very important things which should be taken into consideration
in building a plan :for t he year.

Though the evangelical is likely to think of his
church year, from a practical angle, as beginning
in the :ral.i, one is inclined to be s trongly impressed with the thought that there are three
periods in the church year, and that the first of
these periods shGuld be thought of as beginning
at Eastertime rather than in the autumn. The
reason for such an interpretation is that it emphasizes more strongly the necessity of planning
work before it should begino Volume III, Number
2, of fhe Evangel, entitled "Year-Round Evangelism,11 is worthy of examination in this connection.
The following is quoted from pages 12 to 14,
incl.usive:

I

72:

The Church Year is Divided naturally into
three parts: Easter to Autumn, Autumn to Rev
Year's, Nev Year's to Eas-te-r. This division also
coincides practically with our denominational year.
~ theae are the ·:three periods of the Year1\ound
Program. Mr. Strickland suggests that we emphasize during the first period the revival or revitalizing of the present church-membership; during
the secend period the r. lying of the · forces of
the church for service, and during the third period
making new disciples and px-eparing them :for real
f ellovship in the. church. We shall sumariz.e the
appropriate activities for each of these periods:
Fi.Jist Period (Easter to Autumn) - Revitalizing the Chllrch~

This will begin with an exmnin-

ation of the church's-organizations and activities
vi.th a view- to such. - changes as shall make them
more useful toward the ch'lirch1 s great evangelistic
objective. A study of the church's ptl."Oblems will
be made, sueh as ·the matter· (1) of attendance; (2)
of the quality of the worship service; (3) of standards for admission to church-membership and for
. continued fellowship in the church. During the
First Period we shall give care£ul atten~ion also
to the follow-up of inactive members, who in ost
of the churches amount to almost half of the membership. ~he Lord's Supper service, the' most
sacred and solemn experience in the church f ellovship, may serve te stimuhte attendance and reconsecration of those who have been careless of their
ehristiaan }2rivilegeso This is the time to set .
goals for attainment by Pentecost,. and

the summer activities. Rev. H. D.

goals for

~

of the

Wilson AveDUe Church of Yowigstown, has th.e ·following objectives for

pos~ter

ministries outside

of the· regular activities of his parish: (1) To
prepare and occuplY a neglected farm, ten miles out
of the city, for use by successive grou:ps for camping and trajnjng during the SUD111er. (2J To continue to develop his "Pleasant Friday Evening"
for bGp and gti-ls of a neglected. neighborhood.
(:;) To open an out-station in such a nei~borhoodo
Second Period (Autumn to Ne Year's) - Rally- ·
iDg the Forces of the church. After careful preparation (1) let the whole church assemble to hear
the plans for advance presented by the representatives of each organization {whos~ progr~ _presumably was studied during the First Period}_. This
assembly in the early autumn is a great occasion
in..s.ome church~s. (2) Make contacts with families
that were discovered during the first Period and
bring them into the membership of the church.
(:;) Discover other families through a religious
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(
f

CeJlSUS of some district near to the church a
district :not so large but that the prospects may
be :followed up promptq and persistently. Evans-

ton Church (Cincinnati) makes. a census at regular
intervals of only so much territory u
they can .
cultivate FOMPtly after ._the fir,t call at the
homes.. (4) Hold one or more conferences of church

workers that will consider such problems as bridgling the Gulf between the ehurch and the Sunday
School; How the Sunday School Strengthens the Worship Service of the Church?
Third Period ( ev Year's to Easter) - Wjnning
the World to Christ and the Church. Here the emphasis is upon ingatheriDg. (1) Have
lists
of faailies secured. during the Second · Period,
es~ci.all.y through the census and its follow-up.
(2) Observe the week of prayer. (3) Select and ins.t ruct visitors and assign to them DSJ1es for judicious use in visitation evangelis • (4) intensify
the evangelistic ·emphasis in all church activities
as you come nearer to Easter. Include iD your
plans a Declaration. Day in the S'l111Liq school. Hold
some special evangelistic services.
While the all but universal need of a yearly

ready

program has: given. birth to a number of

excellent

printed calendars with suggestions by dates, and
while a number of these, i f properly used, are possessed of real value, a vigorous and prayerful
~tor will rarely receive more than suggestive
help :from them. He will prefer to make up his
own program, after culling tlie bes.t points from
the printed ones and giving thorough study to the
needs of his own field. If he does choose one of
the printed pragrams and moderately adapt it, it
will be cme of the :M-iefe-r type. To attempt to
f"ind an entire book that will serve·· as a week-byweek manual, a. sort of inter-linear transmental .
habits; and the price ha will finally -pay for that
will be dullness. Most available ma·m>al s· of the
profude type devote ~portianately to J11Uch attention to the preaching and speaking work of the .
min:i:ster._ They do not mee.t the need that is here
being indicated.

They might be used aDd yet in no

way serve· the purpose we are suggesting. It is
a Christian educational plan., that is needed, vith
tentative objectives for each month; a plan which,
at the end of a pastor's vacation, as he comes·
back to lead in another year's work, would be written on perhaps tselve pages in the in the back of
his loose-lea( note-book. He iDay, instead of using
a page for a onth's program (a line for each ciq),

I
\
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use a page for each week; though the- f ermer plan
seems preferable, a.s it is less cumbersome and can
more readily be seen in perspective. One of the
nearest f'$Dliliar anroximations to such a thing is
· to be found in "A Calendar of Coordinated Den~
ational Activities," suggested for the us& of
churches of the Northam Baptist Convention.
It
is iSsued at 152 Madison Avenue, N'ev York City,
·and ,is
for the year beginning September 1
and ending the fc:>,l).oWing August 31. Even here
there is 1 much .th8.t .would be disregarded or .reari'anged, or 'a dapted to local church needs, i f paiticular at~ntion is being given to Christian

\

:arranged

e<;lucaticm.

c.

Neglected Areas

§._C!l!.~:~. -~_;taeglectecha;eaa that ·JD&T-be:~:1'aJten..:into consideration

in the program are church music, c;:bristian
Church Music.

According

culture, and spiritual. retreats.

to Wilmer Brown, church music is a very

important part of the church program. The pastor, by virtue of

his

position, is the head of the music department. He should preach on music,
pray-

for the music of the church; and provide enlistment and trafni-ng for

the people of the church in this work. He should know. that the Chorus
expects the minister to give them their place of impor:tance in the church

and an opportunity to share in the ministry. They expect 'words of expression and appree-ialion. He should know thatt the director expects and desires to have times. of fellowship •and prayer with. hi.in; and he
pastor

to let

him. know the

e~ets

various. schedules and programs in advance.

the
The

music programs should not be planned on the spur of the D10Jl9nt i f they

are to add to the worship service.84 It has been observed by the writer
that very few churches in the conference have organized choruses-.
ing church music, Frank E. Gaebelein said:

The.re is a great deal of music in favor &D10ng ·
evangelicals that justly falls under condemnation;

Concern-
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chi p, vulgar, and aesthetically false, its use'
for good endrdoes: not alter its character. The
fact is tbatamerican ev~lical.ism urgently
needs to progreliJS to a higher level of music. In

the recognition of this need and in doing something .,:.
about it, Christian education faces a great chall.enge;·.We look, therfore, frankly and sympathetically at the state of :music in our ehurches and educational. institutions today. In which direction
are we nioving? With nation-wine religious broadcastiJ1€ &id television, there has come into Christian. work a kind of music and technique of present·a tion savorll>g 110re of Hollywood than of God.
Glam0Ur -has invaded tlie proclaD:iation of the Gospel.
The de~p siDcerity of the simple Gospel. song has

been-rep.laced l>y a. keyboard showiness, a tear-jerking use of th& uios.t eloquent of all instruments,
the violin, and a sentimental misuse of the innately
noble organ, with tremolant pulied out ad nauseam.
Messages are brought ()n. electric Hawaiian guitars,

cowbells, and even musical saws. Great ·eymns, such
as "When ! ·Survey the Wondrous Cross," are rattled
qff in waltz time or adorned With variations of a
third-grade musical level. All this is condoned
as being catchy and giving the people what they

want •
. The time has come to climb higher in order

to seek-a fresh perspective. Must we continue in
the rut of aesthetic mediocrity, simpl.¥ beca~e
t he third..,.,rate· seeIQ,S to appeal to the crowd?· Can

anyone· seriously imagine so e of' our attentiongeUing, music as being what St. Paul calls •spirit·uaJl: songs•~ Has-not the time come to tell the
~t~ ~ - admit that-these things are nothing but

carticld.ing devices, unwortey of assg5iation with
the grtµ1d truths of eur redemption? · ·
Christian Culture.

The Christian cultural emphasis may include

such things as concerts, book reviews, plays, and dramas. All of these
things

are to be forms of ministry, and

~

to add to the work of the

churcho Much can be offered through the medium of Gospel concerts, plays,

,Spiri-tual Retreats. Retreats can be very helpful ili the work of
the church.

A Fall retreat· of officers and workers is a good time and

way to plan the church calendar. This can help to make the work of plan-

I
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Bing a more enjoyable one, and at the same time, make· it possible for the

workers to share in this also.
\

\

D.

Summary

The pastor is to help build a well balanced program of Christian
educa:tion. In the program building, a calendar was suggested; the progress
-

of yearly program building in evangelfcal churches was given; and the importance Gf dep:endiilg upon the leadership of the Holy Spirit was emphasized.
some ·things _which are often neglected in buifating the program of Christian.

education are church music, Christian culture, and spiriWal retreatso

CHAPTER VII
THE PASTOR .AND EVANGELISM IN THE
I

SUNDAY

SCHOOL

)

A.

Introduction

This chapter has dealt with (1) the general

duties of the pastor,
'
in Sunday school evan~elism, (2) the place of the Sunday school in evangelism, (3) the place of evangelism in the Sunday school, and (4) the pastor
keeping evangelism at the heart of Sunday school work.
The general duties include

(1) supervising and directing Decision

day, (2) teaching a · church membership

class, (3) instructing workers in

evangelism, and (4) pastoral visitation.
Evangelism has an important place in the Sunday school, and it is
important
school.

that

the pastor keep

evangelism at the

heart of the Sunday

Otherwise the Sunday school looses its purpose.

B. The General Duties of the Pastor
Decision Day.
Decision Day,

The pastor

is

the

Supervisor and Director of

teacher of the church membership

teachers in evangelistic techniques,

pastoral

class, instructor of the
visitor for

school, and training others to work with him in evangelism.
day holds a vital part in the evangelism of the church.
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the Sunday
Decision

F • . Watson Hannan

says:
The question may be asked, "If pastor, superintendent, teacher, and parents all cooperate and
make full use of their evangelistic opportunities
through the year, what need is there of observing
a Decision Day? Would not every Sunday be a Decision Day in some class or department?" The answer
is that such conditions would make a Decision Day
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inevitable. They would . precipitate a Decision
Day just as continuous evangelism precipitates
special e~angelism in the church. That sor.t ·of
work is cumulative and tends to climax at given
intervals. Nature's method is a process with a
climax. The more thorough the process the more
certain the climax. Old-time revivals were said
to "break out," but they were not accidents. The
preparation may bave been, and often was, unconscious. In most, if not all, such cases some per~
son or group of persons who were mighty in prayer
had long been praying for a real and powerful spiritual awakening. A great many quickly "worked up"
revivals are nothing more than a burst of emotional
enthusiasm which lacks spiritual depth and permanency and whose reactions often leave the church
worse off then if there had been no revival. In
such cases a climas is forced without a due process • . The climas is automatic and inevitable if
the process has been thorough . The use of all the
opportunities cited above will produce a climax,
perhaps more t han once a year, whicg., can best be
utilized by means of Decision Days.
As well as general preparation
special preparation.

The pastor,

all have vital preparation

for

Decision day

superintendent,

to make

before

there should be

teachers,

Decision day.

.concerning this preparation:
Several weeks before Decision Day the pastor
and superintendent should get together and agree
on a policy and a program, so that later on there
would be no misunderstanding or cross purposers
which might defeat the aim of Decision Day. The
superintendent and pastor must work together if
the best results are to be secured on Decision
Day •••• The pastor and superintendent should have
. a list of all pupils from the Junior (Beginner)
Department up, who are not professed Christians
or members of the church. These will form the
special prayer list for pastor and superintendent.
For several weeks before Decision Day there
should be held brief teachers ·' me·etings for
prayer ••• ,; ·
As Decision Day approaches , the pastor should
give brief talks at the teachers' prayer meetings,
on the art of soul-winning ••••
When Decision Day arrives, an hour before the
service, the entire Sunday school Board should be
called together by the pastor for prayer and for a

and pupils
Hannan says

I
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final explanation as to just what each one is
to do in the program of the day. Every detail is
to be made perfectly plain so that there will be
no .misunderstanding in carrying out the program.
If decision cards are used, and in many cases they
will be, they should be drafted in very simple
form.... The pastor or superintendent ought to
make it very clear just how he wants the cards
used •••• The pastor should have a list of all
pupils who made a decision and get in touch with
them indi~dually and collectively as soon as
possible.
Out of nineteen Sunday schools
Decision Days.

Twelve

did not

to see that there is a Decision Day,

church membership cJ_ass.

There

of the pastor's responsibility:
text is the church discipline.

the conference,

have a decision day.

believe evangelism to be very important.

Church Membership Class.

in

The

seven had

Yet all

of them

It is the pastors responsibility

and to supervise and direct it.
pastor may be the teacher of

the

are many books that deal with this phase
the best of which is the Bible.

Another

Concerning the reasons for church membershfp

class, Harner says:
There are excellent reasons for the widespread adoption of the church-membership class.
Even if the church schools were to do their work
perfectly (which · they do not) so that boys and
girls came to church-membership age fully instructed
concerning the Church, its doctrines, and its
usages, the church-membership class would still
be needed. It would still have the two invaluable
functions of magnifying to its proper size th experience of joining the church, and of affording
the pastor intimate contact with each successive
band of young recruits to his church. This last
is regarded by many pastors as one §f the choicest
8
privileges of the entire ministry.
The pastor is

to

make

the

most of his

young Christians for church membership.

opportunity of training

He may wish to give each prospect

the individual attention that they need, yet feel that it is hard to do so.
Harner deals with this problem.

He. cites an example:
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One minister - there are probabl y many
others - makes it a point to hold an individual
conference with each member of his church-Membership class. For this purpose he visits the home
of the member, and t he whole family - indeed, th~
whole congregation - to lmow the reason for his
coming. In this way he makes sure t hat the
peculiar doubts and difficulties of each individual
will have a chance to be dealt with , and also that
eacn prospective church member will face squarely
the full95eaning of the step which he is about
to take.

}

It is observed t hat there is not much preparatory
church membership in the conference.

In

training

the Free Methodist

is required that t he prospective member be on probation for
before entering into full membership t hough.
church-membership class, and t he
that class.

for

Church it
six months

Churches may want to have a

pastor can best act

as the teacher of

This is not to be overlooked in the pastors' responsibilities

in evangelism.
Instruction in Evangelism.
in evangelistic techniques.

The pastor is to instruct the teachers

Othe:n-lise, with t he lack of instruction, the

teachers are liable to do

nothing in

the way

of evangelism.

struction is an important

part of the pastor's work

in evangelism.

pastor is not the only one in the church who is supposed
of leading souls to Christ.

This inThe

to have the joy

This is t he privilege of the laymen as well.

Barnette says:
The pastor will find it helpful and fruitful
if he will teach his officers and teachers books
on evangelism. He needs frequent and intimate
contacts with his officers and teachers about evangelism. He will need to plan and pray with them
for t he realization of t he primal aim of the Sunday school. Other calls, no matter how attractive, will not temp t he pastor to postpone and
neglect the serious business of teaching his officers and teachers in the work of evangelism.
Pastors who have t he privilege of serving two or
perhaps four churches may plan for regular periods
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if evangelist ic training with t heir Sunday school
officers and teachers. They should do this as definitely and as jeriously as they plan for t he revival meetings. 9

1.

\

Regular Sunday school evangelistic meetings may be held throughout

I

the year.

There is to be a constant effort.

Barnette says:

Regular meeting are helpful in keeping the
work in a Sunday school centered on evangelism for
the following reasons: (1) They make possible
untied prayer in the interest of t he lost. Is
there a greater need in a Su11day school t han that
t he officers and teachers grow in prayer?
(2)
They furnish regular times for making assignments
for visitation and of securing reports from previous visits. (3) They give the superintendent
and pastor a place to keep t he workers interested
in soul-winning. (4) They provide opportunities
for the pastor and superintendent t§ train the
2
workers in the art of soul-winning.
Concerning annual or semi-annual evangelistic emphasis in the Sunday school Flake says:
Annually, or better semiannually, the officers, teachers , and saved pupils should be brought
together for a wek of study, prayer, and individual effort to win' to Christ the pupils who are
not Christians.
The class should be organized by the superintendent and taught, preferable, by t he pastor. Pers i stent effort should be used to enroll all the
officers and teachers and a large number of the
saved pupils in the class. The Sunday school secretary should enroll the class and ~eep a close
check on the attep.dance each evening. 9
Thus, the
important, and
pastors in

the~

training
the pastor

of teachers
is to see

in
that

evangelistic
it is done .

techniques is
Out of nineteen

conference, who reported on their work for 1954, six stated

that t hey gave demonstrations and drilled workers in the art of evangelism.
Thirteen of the pastors did not give demonstrati ons and drills
type.

This training is not be be overlooked.

of

this
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Pastoral Visitor.

The pastor is to be

the

pastoral

visitor for

the Sunday school and train others to do this work with him.
do not all come to the pastor, but the pastor may go to the

The people
people .

The

pastor cannot expect to do all of the visiting, that needs to be done, by
himself, so he trains t he people to visit as well.
ities of the pastor which are to be carried out.

These are responsibilBarnette says:

Visitation is essential in a soul-winning
Sunday school. Beautiful surroundings do not win
the lost. Attractive programs of music and
poetry do not reach lost people. The value of
these things is beyond question, but they do not
reach the lost. Great building do not reach the
lost. Buildings are helpful and greatly needed,
but they do not at all determine the soul-winning
passion of a Sunday school.
There is one sure , dignified, Bible way to
reach lost people and that way is personal visitation, personal witnessing by the Sunday school officers and teachers. Lost people are naturally
shy of Sunday schools. They do not in large numbers seek the Sunday school. It is the business
of a Sunday school to seek . lost people. Usually
a successful evangelistic service on Sunday is
the result of personal interviews during the week.
In most cases the person who on Sunday accepted
the invitation extended by the pa9~or made the
initial decision during t he week.
The church is to reach t he lost, but if the people of t he church are
to reach the lost they are to be sent out.

Barnette says:

Jesus sent the seventy out two by two. They
came back to him and made their report.
Unless the pastor and superintendent send
the Sunday school officers and teachers and others
out with a definite soul-winning task and bring
them back for definite reports and other assignments, very little personal soul-winning will be
done. On the other hand, if t he pastor and superintendent, will send the officers and teachers
out with a definite assignment, and will bring
them back for reports and for other assignments,
and will repeat t he visitation every month, year
after year , they will develop personal soul-winners and have much definite, intelligent, prayerful, personal work done by many people.
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On one Sunday afternoon or one evening each
month send out t he Sunday school officers, teachers,
class officer s and other Christians who will participate in a soul-winning visitation effort ••••
The pastor and Sunday school superintendent should
direct the visitation.
It should be conducted once each month. The
best Sunday afternoon in the month for the church
should be selected, and the day and hour shou~d
be a must in the church program. In churches wi'th
part-time preaching a day s hould be set when the
pastor can be present. Some evening during the
week may be better for some churches.
Where needed, lunch should be served in the
church building immediately after the morning
service on the dates of visitation. This will
save time and make possible a period for prayer
and testimony. It will also provide an opportunity
for the pastor and superintendent to make assignments of prospects.
The prospects should . include all lost people
.e nrolled in t he Sunday school, and all lost people
and all unaffiliated ••• in the community who are
not in Sunday school.
As far as possible let Junior workers visit
Juniors, Intermediate workers visit Intermediates,
workers with Young Pe0ple visit young people.
workers with Adults visit adults, and Cradle Roll,
Beginner and Primary workers visit t he unsaved
parents of t he children in t hese departments.
A careful record s hould be kept of each visit
made. A card may be used for the purpose of assignments, and also for the purpose of keeping a record
of each individual involved.
The plan is simple and practical. It will
develop soul-~Tinners. It will keep t he spirit of
evangelism aflame in a church. It will develop a
missionary spirit. It will reach the lost. It
will fin
overflowing any church building in
the land. 9
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A visiting pastor and a trained group of visitors are very valuable.
It is important that a Sunday school be trained to visit as well.
or montnly drills and

demonstrations

Weekly

on visitation can be held, and at

this time reports can be given, and the workers can pray for those people
that they will be, or have been, visiting.
are of much

importance

Training and regular practice

in providing for a good Sunday school

visitation
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program.

Out of nineteen Sunday schools in the conference which

re~orted,

thirteen have absentee follow-up systems; foull' have committees to contact
\

the sick; twelve conduct regular visitation; six have trained workers who
are trained

for visitation; nine

t hat they make; and six

of the

have

conference.

conference, reports

concerning

school,

ranged

These things

the number

and ninety.

half of this number within two

report on the visits
that

of

~rospects

There was

If these nineteen

years, and

get

they use

may be practiced

Of the nineteen Sunday

from forty to two hundred.

thousand, two hundred

who

Sunday schools reported

cards or forms for reporting calls.
every church in the

~·;orkers

schools

in
in the

for the Sunday
a total

of

one

churches can reach

them into the regular Sun-

day school attendance, then the whole conference ought to see a tremendous
increase in Sunday school attendance.

Much benefit can be derived from a

good visitation program in the Sunday school where pastor and laymen alike
are trained and laboring whole-heartedly for the up-building of the Sunday
school and the Kingdom of God.

c.

The Place of the Sunday School in 1'vangelism

The Sunday school can be made the chief evangelistic agency of the
church for year-round work;,; 96

Barnette says:

The pupils in the Sunday school constitute
the church's greatest evangelistic field .
The
Bible, the textbook of the Sunday school, has the
gospel message of saving grace and is the power
of God unto salvation for everyone who believes.
The officers and teachers in the Sunday school
constitute the church ' s greatest soul-winning opportunity. More and more churches are realizing
the possibilities for evangelism which they have
in the Sunday school.
Facts are abundant to show that the Sunday
school is the most effective evangelistic field
that a church has. This is true even in churches
where the Sunday school is only tolerated. It is
strickingly tru9 in churches where the Sunday
school is used. 7
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The Pupil Constitutes..@:. Great Field for Evangelism.
pupil constitutes a great field for evangelism.
\

!

If the

Truely,

the

Sunday school

reaches its own pupils, it accomplishes very much that is not accomplished
in t he past.

Out of fifteen Sunday schools in the conference,

there

is

an approximate total of fifty-four percent of the entire Sunday school
constituency, who are saved, and about twenty-nine percent who are sanctified.

FoUT churches out of the nineteen did not report.

The

fact

that

there were forty-six percent unsaved, and seventy-one percent unsanctified
s hows that the Sunday school pupil constitutes a great field for evangelism.
According to Barnette, the opportunities for evangelism with
children who are in the Cradle Roll, Nurse,ry, Beginner,

parents

of

and Primary age

groups are many. 98 The fact that these children can be saved i~ not to be
overlooked.

Even Nlll'sery, Beginner, and Primary pupils can be saved

the Sunday school.

The teacher has the privilege and responsibility

winning them and their parents to Christ.

in
of

Barnette says:

According to the Bible man inherited a sinful
natlll'e. Experience and observation bear out the
teaching of the Bible th8.t people who have reached
the age of maral accountablility and are without
Christ are lost. Not all come to the time of accountability at exactly t he same age. The majority of Juniors are old enough to realize their
guilt and to trust Christ for forgiveness •
.!.' 'or a decade the ages, nine through twelve
have been the peak of evangelistic achievements.
Just as the water on some great divide may more
easily be turned one way or the other in its early
stages, so it is with youth and evangelism. The
Sunday school that fails to win the chidlren to
Christ fails at a most vital place.
The years thirteen through sixteen are crucial years for evangelism. A p1.ysical, intellectual and a spiritual crisis take~ place in the life
of a person- during this period. 9
Whether the

pupils of

the Sunday

school be Nursery, Beginners,

Primaries, Juniors, Intermediates, Seniors, Young Peiple, or Adults, they
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constitute a wonderful field for evangelism that

is ~ .not .. to

be overlooked

or taken for granted.
~

Bible is the Message of the Sunday School.

message, and curriculum of the Sunday school.
teach the pupils.

The

Bible

It is used every Sunday to

It tells about God and His plan of salvation,

should be used to do so.

is the

so

it

If the Bible were used well every Sunday through-

out the year, many would come to know Christ as their Saviour.
The .Workers

of~

Sunday

School~~

Wfoners.

affords many opportunities for winning s_o uls to Christ.
taking advantage of these opportunities.

The Sunday school
Many teachers

Hannan says:

Some teachers have been very successful in
winning all their classes to Christ by making a
prayer list of all the unconverted, and praying
for them daily. Then whenever a good opportunity
presented itself to have private talks with individual members of the class about the Christian
life, the teacher gladly took it. Some teachers
who have won all members of one class to Christ
ask for other classes in which were a large number
of unconverted members, and when they have won
them, they ask for still other classes. Such
teachers are the most successful Sunday school
evangelists we bave. A few of them in any school
woyld be of inestimable value, and if even a fair
minority of such teachers were in all the Sunday
schools of the church, church membership would
quickly and easily be doubled. A teacher who has
won the love and confidence of the members of the
class can do almost anything that ought to be done
with them. The teacher comes nearer to them than
the pastor or superintendent does , and can do
more with them and for them tban they can. If
pupils go through the school without becoming
Christians , then teachers are more at fault than
anyone else, at least in the school. It may seem
hard on the teachers to place such heavy responsibilities on them, but that has a hopeful side as
well," for if the pupils do become Christians, more
creit is due the teachers tban anyone o0lse in
1
the school. That balances the matter.
,•.

"Tpree :important reasons, why the Sunday school may be the chief

are
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evangelistic agency of the church, are:

Eighty-five percent of the church

members; ninety percent of the church workers; and ninety-five percent of

I

,f

the preachers and missionaries come out of the Sunday school; lost people
can be enrolled in the Sunday school; and the nature of the Sunday school
is to reach,. teach, and win the people.

101

Byrne Gives the following ten

1.
reasons why the Sunday school should be used in evangelism:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

It has the Bible as its textbook.
It has soul winners in its work.
It has the lost in its membership.
It has tne influence of the combined workers
on its staff.
It prepares hearts to receive the gospel
message.
It has graded lessons.
It l·has graded buildings.
It has graded pupils.
Its record shows this is true.
The relation of conversions to gaini ~n
0
the Sunday school shows this place.

The pastor is to see that, because of
school is made the

chief evangelistic

these

reasons,

the Sunday

agency of the church.

As he does

this, he is sure to find that souls will be won to
school will increase in number, and quality.

Christ and the Sunday

Barnette said:

Dr. J. M. Frost said as early as 1911, "As a
force for evangelizing and bringing lost sinners
to the Saviour, the Sunday school holds rank among
the very first agencies of a church."
No statistician will ever be able to count
the contributions of the Sunday school to the kingdom of heaven. In a series of lectures at the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Dr. William
E. Hatcher said: "It is glorious to see the
lovers of the Sunday school surging through the
streets of our cities and along the rural highways
on Sunday, as on light feet they trip eagerly away
to their Sunday schools. It is even better to
think of the countless thousands who year by year
are escorted to the gates of celestial kingdom and
introduced into the Master's presence by this benign Christian force. Ah, it is ravishing to
think of the armies upon armies of the young who
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have gone to heaven shouting the Redeemer's
They were the fruits of
praises as they wef
the Sunday schoo."

o;

\

}

D.

The Place of Evangelism in the Sunday School

If the Sunday school is to have such a major place in
evangelism is to certainly have a definite place in

the

evangelism ~

Sunday school.

It it didn't have, then t he church would be without evangelistic emphasis.
May this never be t he case.

Barnette said:

When Jesus summarized the work of his followers in one statement, he placed the making of disciples as the first task. Unless churches evangelize, there will be no disciples. There is danger that other things will crowd out evangelism.
A fisherman can spedn all the day gathering flowers, enjoying the beauties of nature, and listening . to the birds sing and go home without any
fish. Likewise a Sunday school can go twelve
months studying about the beauties of . nature and
the art of man and make no desciples for Christ.
The primary task of the Sunday school is not
one of social agitation or reformation, but witnessing of the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ. Dr. George W. Truett once said: "When JnEn
men are born again, it will be as natural for
them to bear fruit to the praise of God, as for a
well-pruned tree in the orchard to bring forth
its fruit in due season. We have much preaching
of ethics and social service in these times.
This is well only as it is the corollary and application of the gospel of the crucified and risen
Christ. 11
A church does not have several tasks of equal
imporance.. It has one supreme task. There may
be many approaches to the one task.
Winning the lost is not secondary; it is primal! Soul-winning should never be pushed to one
,side; it s hould be kept in the center. The most
vital t ask for Sunday school workers is to tea15
the gospel of Christ to every available person. 4
Evangelism vitalizes the work of the Sunday school.
elisrn t he Sunday school has no purpose nor objective.

Without evang-

Evangelism

g~:ves _.

t he Sunday school a purpose for existence and saves from superficiality.
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It awakens the

workers to t he fact that man needs to be born

built up in the faith of the Lord Jesus Christ.
t he blight of surface efforts.
(

j
j

again and

Evangelism saves

from

Barnette says:

Christianity is concerned with the inside. of
the cup. Man is tempted to consider only t he outside. Christianity is interested in the hearts,
the affections, the wills, and the spirits of men.
Modern culture considers that clean hearts and
Christian character are qnly reflections of good
environment.
The greatest curse of man is not ignorance,
as bad as ignorance is; nor is it poverty with
all its evils. Man's greatest curse is sin - ·a
disease of the heart - and the only remedy is the
gaspel of the Son of God.
Men are lost. When this terrible truth is
kept uppermost in the minds and hearts of Sunday
school workers, they will be conscious of their
dependence upon God for help. Herein is the chief
reason for holding to the BiDle as the textbook
of t he Sunday school.
The story depicted in the fifteenth chapter
of Luke shows the shepherd going after the lost
sheep until he found it. W
hen Christians realize
that people are lost, they will go after them until they win them and nothing can keep them from
going. So it has ever been, and so it will ever
be. If we fail to go, it is evidence that the
condition of the lost is not the most powerful
passion in our lives and hearts. The degree of
evangelistic fervor in a Sunday school .determines
the intensity and the permanency of the visitation program.
Some superintendents (and pastors) attempt
to overcome t he inertia and complacency in the
Sunday school by contest, entertainments, and
other similar means. Such attempts will not
reach and win the lost.
As evangelistic spirit is an impelling motive.
When the fires of soul-winning burn bright, Sunday
school workers will visit; a£5 when they visit,
the Sunday school will grow. 5
Not only does the church

grow in numbers when it has a spirit of

evangelism, but it grows spiritually as well as the Suriday school workers
and pupils bring souls to Christ,

they are inspired

to go out and bring
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more to Christ.

This

cannot

continue without · producing a spiritually

strong church, and a soul winning church.
\

i
I

f

vlhen evangelism is the primary

purpose of the Sunday school the church grows strong,

and

draws the lost

into its ser\rices.
E.

The Pastor Keeping Evangelism at the Heart of Sunday School Work.
The pastor can keep evangelism at t he heart of

by providing a positive

leadership in personal work,

the Sunday

school

preaching evangel-

is tic sermons, and. teaching the Sunday school workers the art of evangelism.
Barnette says:
The pastor must keep the fires of evangelism
burning in his own heart if he expects the fires
of evangelism to burn brightly in the hearts of
his Sunday school officers and teachers. He will
do this only as he seeks to win the lost. Reading books and magazines will give him information.
Talking to .lost people about Jesus will give him
compassion and concern.
Teachers should be trained to bring lost people
to the pastor for counsel and help. Also, the
pastor may go with a teacher to see a lost
person who is interested or even one who is not
interested. In this way the pastor can help his
Sunday school workers by assisting them in bringing the lost members of the class to a decision
for Christ. Then, too, the teachers will learn
from the~5grk of the pastor how best to do personal work.
The pastor

is to set an

ex~ple

in earring a burden for souls.

If he has no burden, he cannot expect his people to have a burden.

He is

to be a man of much prayer, and a man who does much in the way of personal
soul idnning.

He is called to win the lost to Christ, and if he does not

do it the people will probable not

be challenged to do it.

find the opportunity to win the children to Christ.

He can often

He is to take advant-

age of this opportunity if he provides leadership in personal work.

r
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The pastor is to protect the children from high pressure methods of
evangelism,

Sometimes children can be frightened terribly by a tactless

evangelist.

The pastor may plan to protect the

school.

A. F.

~chauffler

children of the Sunday school

says:

The evangelist comes along and conducts the
revival, and the Sunday school plays little or no
part in the plans of pastor and evangelist. In
the attempt to reach the masses scattered through
the community, the little ones and their teachers
are not sufficiently noticed. Perhaps the fault
is the opposite one - that is, the pastor suffers
the visiting evangelist to take things in his own
hand in the Sunday School. It has been lmown
that the ambition of the evangelist to run up the
roll of converts has led him to do a lasting in-·
jury to the school. I knew of one instance where~.. ,t;
the evangelist was allowed full liberty in the
Sunday Sch9ol. He wrought upon the emotions of
the children in a talk of a half hour until the
entire school was overcome, and t hen gave the invitation to confess Christ. The result was that
many scores of little children came forward under the excitement and made the "confession."
Years of labor were afterwards required to counteract the evil effects of that capital blunder.
To give such an evangelist the freedom of a Sunday
School was like permitting a wild animal to roam
at large in a flower garden. The evangelist was
to blame, of course, but the pastor was to blame
for suffering such an abuse. The pastor's intentions may have been good; he may not have appreciated the danger beforehand, but this only empha..,_
sizes the importance of mastering the problem of
the Sunday Schoo1~ and this is the point for which
I am contending. 7

. . . . .. . . . . ... ... . . .. . . ...
.

·~ ..,.

The pastor should be deeply concerned when a
child in his Sunday school is passing from death
unto life.
Neither pastor, teacher, nor parents should
force a profession of repentance. That is one
point at which the soul must be free . to make its
choice. These workers will teach, advise, entreat,
pray, love encourage, but they will not force the
child.
Evangelists may be used, but the wise pastor
will deal personally with the children. The pastor will be alert when he sees an evangelist
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coming between him and the children. No one should
be permitted to lessen the influence the pastor has
upon the children.
The evangelist should not carry away with him
at the close of the meeting the gratitude of the
children and parents that rightly belongs to the
pastor. He must remain with his people after the
evangelist leaves, and the evangelist should try to
leave the appreciation arid love of the new born
souls with the pastor. If the children receive the
idea that t he pastor does not know how to help them
come to Jesus and that he is not interested in
their coming, it will be tragic. The influenc'e of
the pastor should serve to guide them and build
them as true members of the church and as loyal
servants of the Lord. The pastor will not, however ,
neglect his children in the Sunday school. Regardless of whether he is pastor of four country churches
or of a big city clmrc h with five thousand members,
he will not neglec!oso help his Sunday .·school children come to Jesus.
He \the pastor) will protect the parents.
Some parents hold their children back from Christ
because they themselves do not belong to CM-i:st·~.
There are parents, however , whose concern is so
sincere that they hover about their mm child
with deep and painful solicitude at such a time.
They gratefully work with a wise pastor and a
good teacher in leading the child to a positive
decision. They quickly reflect their concern
when anyone seeks to force their child into a surface profession. A friendly conference with the
parents will often remove doubts and questions.
A pastor will guard the faithful parents
from the use ~6 wrong methods of evangelism with
t he children. 9
·

\

l

J

i

The pastor is to protect the teachers from evangelists who come for
a week or so, and then go away leaving the bad results of their work with
the teachers.

He is to work closely with each teacher, to see that

pupils get saved.

He may encourage

Christ as their Saviour.

the pupils

the

of each class to accept

He is to know how to win the children to Christ,

and to t each the teachers so that they too will know how to win the children.

These are some of the pastors responsibilities in evangelism.
The pastor is to preach to the Sunday school.
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He is to remember

(
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that there are children and young people in his congregation as
adults.

He is to preach at their interest level, and preach so that they

can understand.

1

'·

well as

He cannot expect the children and young people

to attend

I

I

(

and show great interest if he only preaches to the adults. · The children
and young people need to be saved and sanctified.

They need to have food

t hat they may grow in the Christian life too, but they cannot if the food
iS. passed out over their heads.

The pastor is to preach to them, and they

are not to be excused from the service.

Barnette says:

One reason offered as to why pupils do not
remain for the preaching service is that they do
not like to attend. The statement is made that
if the pastor and Sunday school worker insist upon their staying they will prejudice the pupils
against the church service so that when they grow
up they will even then not want to attend. However, the men and women of today who are the most
regular in attendance upon the public services of
the church are t hose who formed the habit in their
early childhood. Parents do not excuse their
children from attendance upon the sessions of thlll
day school because of their disinclination to go.
The young people are to stay for the worship services and t he pastor
is to take them into consideration in his preaching.
The pastor is to lead the Sunday school in visitation

campaigns.

This was discussed considerable in the earlier part of the chapter.

This

is a necessary part of the Sunday school work if the pastor is to keep evangelism at the heart of the Sunday school work.
The pastor may plan for definite periods of training for soul winning and visitation.

The Sunday school workers cannot be expected

the work of soul winning and visitation without adequate training.
says:
}lany willing Sunday school workers have not
had the advantage of college or seminary training.
Neither do they have t he time for the exhaustive
Bible study that the pastors have. In teaching

to do
Barnette

(
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the books of the Sunday School Training Course
the pastor can instruct, strengthen, and encourage the officers and teachers in their work of
soul-winning.
It will be difficult for a church to have
uniformly good workers unless the pastor accepts
the responsibility of training the teachers in
what to do. The pastor will desire to work directly with lost people as far as he is able,, but
he can accomplish much more through the Sunday
school officers and teachers. Dr. J. M. Frost in
his book The School of the Church has a chapter on
the pastor and his college of teachers which
give a picture of the church school with the
pastor as the teacher and leader of the Sunday
school workers •••• Perhaps the most effective
way for a pastor to make permanent progress is
not only to select the officers and teachers, but
also to teach and train them for their respective
tasks. It seems to be a slow way, but it is a
sure and resultful way.
Through the weekly officers and teachers'
meetings, through frequent trai ning schools,
through providing a church library and getting it
used, through leading the officers and teachers to
attend t he associational meetings for Sunday school
workers, through personal contacts, and thro~h
leading out in a program of personal evangelistic
visitation t he pastor can train the t~day school
officers and teachers in evangelism.

1,

The pastor is to promote evangelism in the Sunday school by planning
and praying with t he workers of the Sunday school.

The workers are to share

in the plans for each year of evangelism in the Sunday school.

They are to

also share in the burden of t he work by praying privately and publicly for
its success.

Barnette says:
Hear the commands of the Lord. 11 Pray without
ceasing" (I Thes. 5:17). 11 Therefore I say unto you,
What t hings soever ye desire, l·then ye pray, believe
that ye receive them, and ye shall have them11 (Mark
ll:24). "Be careful for nothing; but in everything
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your
requests be made known unto God" (Phil. 4:6).
"Praying always with all prayer and supplication
in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all
perseverance and supplication for all saints"(Eph.
6:18).
Prayer is as essential to the soul-winner's

- , ) ,,
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spiritual power as bread is to the endurance of the
athlete.
Christ prayed often. He prayed before he was
baptised. 1'Now when all the people were Baptized,
it came to pass, that Jesus also being baptized,
and praying, the heaven was opened" (Luke 3:21).
He prayed before he called the disciples. He prayed before his betrayal. He arose early in the morning to pray. He spent all night in prayer.
Every soul-winner will have the practice of
secret prayer. A special time is helpful. The time
should make prayer a vital part of every meeting of ·
his officers and teachers. In private and in groups ~ ;
the prayers of the Sunday school officers and teachers in the interest of the lost should be definite.
The individual and also the group ~13workers should
present a definite request to God.
The pastor is to assist the
central in the work of the

superintendent in making

Sunday school.. 'l'ogether

evangelism until it has attained its proper place.
help the superintendent and t he board
who will be evangelistic.

evangelism

they can
The

promote

pastor

can

to select officers and teachers

Ile can promote soul-winning visitation, which

has been discussed previously.

These are all part of the responsibilities

of t he pastor in evangelism.
F.

Summary

The precceding chapter dealt with the pastor and evangelism in the
Sunday school.

The general duties of the pastor in Sunday school evangel-

ism includes (1) supervision and direction of Decision Day; (2) teaching a
church membership class; (3) instructing workers
pastoral visitation.

The

place of the

in evangelism;

Sunday school in

and ( 4)

evahgelism

is

t hat of the chief evangelistic agency of the church because (1) it reaches
the pupils; (2) the Bible is i5's text: and (3 ) the teachers and officers

make good soul winners.

The place of evangelism is central

in the Sunday

school and it is important that the pastor_ lead the people to see t his fact.

\
~

I

I

(

CHAPTER VIII

)

SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS

I

A. General Summary
The pastor is to inspire

the people in the work of

Christ;tan

education (l) by keeping tJ:?.e educational. work af the church ,before the
I

(2) by developing a spirit of

official board and the congregation;

Christian education from the pulpit and through calls upon workers; (3)

by taking workers to conventions., conferences,

aDd

suggest ing goo_d_ reading ma~eriah to the workers•
commendation for achiev~nts;
and (7) by

the leaders;

institutes;

(4)

by

(5) by - giving public

(6) by developing an inner

circle among

creating and maintaining the right spir:i.t in the

church.
The pas.t or instructs the people (1) by instructing them as a whole
'

in morning and evening worship and mid-week services;

the- parents a ·sense -Of need for the

(2) by creating in

program of Christian education; (3)

'

by showing the principles of gradation, and ( 4) by emphasizing the neces-

sity· of ~dequate support for the· program o~ Chris:tian education.
,

·The p8.stor is to supervise the work of Christian education in t he·

church, which includes (1) seeing the places wherein :improvement. is needed;
( 2 ) getting the people to s ee the needs; (3) investigating the areas where

improve nt is needed; and (4)

settin& up a
\

.

suggestive program for

improvement, which the whole. church is to carry out .

The pastQr sees that the· leadership of :the church is trained and

developed.

It is important that (1) each present leader have a genuine

Christian m;perience and be well indoctrinated;

(2:) prospeetive workers
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(3) opportunities for service be listed; (4) leaders be taught

be listed;

)

to do personal work; (5) workers be trained for the .work of the church;
(6) a program for leadership education and development be set up,; and (7)
I

I

I

a teachers training program be offered.
The pastor i.S: administrator of the work of Christian education in
With. this responsibility, he faces

the churcho

th~ ques.t ions. of (1) the

advisability of the: pastor serving as Sunday school superintendent;

(2)

the importance of the pastor having . a Board of Christian education; (3)

the importance of the p!lstor seeing that there is a. general superintend-

ent; (4) the advisability of

having departments and grading;

(5) the

importance of removing inefficiencies;

( 6) the· importance of having a

well organized SUnday school; and (7)

the importance of studying the

buildings and equipment and making improvements where it is

necessary to

do so.
The pastor is to help in building a well-balanced program of

Christian. education, which includes (1) making a calendar of" activities;
(2) seeking the guidance of the Holy S:pli.rit for the church year; (3)
considering such matters as the church calendar, special days, church music, Christian culture, and spiritual retreats.
The

pastor, as well as being an inspirer, instructor, supervisor,

trainer, adm inistrator, and program builder,
1

leader in the church.

is also

the evangelistic

He is to (1) supervise and direct Decision Day;

(2) teach a church membership: class; (3) instruct workers in. evangelism;
(4) conduct pastor visitation and (5) see that evangelism is at the
heart of the Christian. educational work of the church.
B.

Summary of Data
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Weaknesses

Commendations.
Chapter
I

r.,

~Io!;I

Chapter

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...__ _

The average pastor has over three
hours of formal training in the field
of Christian education.
Fifteen out of nineteen pastors
preached on Christian education
Sixteen out of nineteen pastors
called on Sunday school workers
All of the pastors counseled wi th
~he!ir superintendents
All of the pastors offered public
commendation
Sixty-four percent of the pupils in
the conference stayed for church
Seventeen of the churcQ.es have
libraries
Eighteen of the pastors helped to
'\ :publicize their Sllllday schools
Chapter III

..

Chapter .:!:IV!.-----~----:"":"----:-~
Eleven out of nineteen pastors took
their workers to con.vent~ r..s
Sixteen out of nineteeni.pastors s~
gested reading materials to workers
Some pastors cooperated in eommani.ty
conventions
Nin~ty-nine Eercent of the teachers
µi the conference stayed for church
Chapter

.!v---~--=-~=--~---

Eighteen of the nin.etee~ Sunday
schools had Cradle Rolls
All of the Sunday schools had adult
classes
Ten out of the nineteen Sunday
~chools had adequate recreation
':: . -

'' '

'·.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fourteen out of ninet een didn• t
· have installation services

Chapter .:!:I:II:..--::---':"':"':~-:--:---:-~
Individual records did not include
much information
Sixteen of the nineteen Sunday
schools were no·t departmental
Fourteen out of nineteen Sunday
schools didn't take talent surveys
Sixteen of the Sunday schools did
not use standards
Eighteen of the pastors did not
visit classes to train teachers
Chapter .:IV;.!..__ _ _ _ _ _ _-:-Many of the libraries were not
practical for Simday school workers

I

Thirteen out of nineteen pastors were
responsible for supervising teachers

Seventeen of the ninete~n pastors
counseled wi t.'1 other • .o!'h.-ers

.=I~I

Twelve out of nineteen pastors did
not hold workers conferences
Fourteen of the Sunday schools did
not offer training by apprenticeship
Thirteen of the pastors did not
offer training classes
Twelve of the Sunday schools did .
not hold workers conferences
Fourteen of the Sunday schools had
...no workers attending ins ti tut es

I

Seventeen of the pastors didn't
train workers through observation
Some pastors offered no training
Not all of the possible leaders are
contacted and enlisted in the work
of the Sunday school.
Chapter V
.
In many cases, buildings and equipment were not adequate
Chapter .!VI=-------~--
Fifteen out of nineteen pastors
didn't plan work in advance
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I

oat of nineteen Sunday schools the·
prospects ranged- f"rom: forty. to ·tl-Jo :.:
h~ed. There was a total of 1,290
•• J

'

•

'"

l

I
I

Chapter ....VI.-I....__________....__ _
Twelve of the Sunday ' schools conduct
regular visitation
Thirteen of the Sunday schools have
good follow-up systems
Ten of the nineteen have workers
report on the visits they make
Six stated that workers used cards
to report the calls they make

Out of the fifteen SUllday schools,
nbout fifty-four percent of their
constituency were saved and twentyrdne percent were sanctified
Sixteen of the Sunday schools
iiicreased in attendance
Thirty-seven are called to full
time Christian service

c.

None of the ninBteen pastors had a
calendar f acti.vities

Eighteen of the Sunday schools did
not have .;themes f'or each peri~
Chapter ....
vr..1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Twelve of the nineteen churches
did not have D.

Twelve of the

v.

B.

Sm'ld8.v

s.

schools did

not have Decision :na.ys

Thirteen of the pastors didn't give
demonstrations and drills ll1 evangelism

Fifteen of the Sunday schools didn•t
have committees to contact the sick
Twelve of 'the nineteen Sunday
schools didn.1 t have workers trained
for visitation

Conclusions

An analysis of the data compiled in this study revealed that
f ollowiDg areas ef pastoral respmsibilities

the conference, need to be s.trengthened:

in Christian education in

(1)

workers libraries; (3) workers conferences; (4)
quarters work~

leadership training;

(2)

ad.vance planning of each

(5) class visitations; (6) ·teaching demonstrations and

drills; (7) buildings and equipment.; (8) organization and gradation;

talent surveys ;,

the

(10) installation services; (ll) annual calendars;

(9)
(12)

Decision Day; (13) Daily Vacation Bible Schoel; (14) visitation programs;
(15) absentee follow-up;

enlistment.

(16) individual records;

and (17) every member
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QUE.5TIONS FOR TEE PASTOR
THE WORK OF
I.

~

PASTOR IN CERISTIAN EDUCATION

Preparation
1. Please check the :following to shovr the extent of your education.

Ao B. degree ll
M. R. E. degree
0
B. D. degree
Doctor• s degree
·0
Others M, s., 'l'heolog.v dipioma.s, Course ..!!.~.
·
college.

-r

2.

£,.2. yearse;2!
-

Wba.t training in Christian education have you had?
~l'Olll 3 to 12 hour.s . Average 3f- hours.
'.J

3. Do you -read a:t least one book a year in the field of Christian
education? yes _li_

4.

no _.!_

How long have you been in the pastorate?'
froa 2 t o 34 years, Average 14 years.

II, General Duties in Christian Education

l. How ·often do you attend Sunday school?
every SUnda.y - 19
2, Check a:ny of the following duties which you perform:
Preach on Christian education ...!!L
Call on workers
....!§_
Help suggest materials
....!1...
Teach a Sunday school class.
_..§._
Counsel with the superintendent~
Teach course in. leadership ed. __..§._
Take t eachers t o conventions
ll
Suggest good reading
16
Help publicize Sunday school ..J!L
Supervise t eachers
_ll_
Counsel wi.th other workers
....!1...
Visit Sunday school c1asses
--1_.

3. Do you conduct an
workers?· yes.

installation service for Sunday school
no _M_ when

annual

....2...

III.General Information
1.
2.

Sunday school enrollment is .ill,_average
Sunday s chool average attendance is _.Jl.._ average

3. Population of the town or coDlllllDity is 28,300 average
4. Our building and equipment will house approxima.te·l y .liQ._ average
5. 'What '%of Stinday school pupils attend church? ~ average

~.~.

What

%of

Sunday school teachers attend church? ~ -average
and officers church .members? yes _lL no ...1!,_

7. Are teachers
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Administration
l.

Which system of organization do you have in your Sunday school?
Class?'
Departmental?. .~--l..

2.

We have the following classes or departments:

J

-4

Beginners

Young Peeple. 18-24
Young Adults
AdUlts

Primary 6-8
Juniors 9-ll

Extension Department

Intermediates

Others

Cra9.le Roll.

Nursery

Hbme Department

Seniors 15-l.7
}.

How maJ!l:Y teachers do you have?' _.2,_ ,average

4. How many subs titue teachers? _L average
5. When did you have a D. v. B. s. last? ......]_had it in 1953-54
6.

Do you have a board of Christian Education? y e s _

7. What curriculum materials did you use in your D. V. B.

a.

Was your D.

v.

B.

s.

no

s.?

local er cooperative? _

9. What general officers do you have in your Sunday school?'
General superintendent
Department superintendent
General secretary
Treasurer

__l_ average

others

10. Have you used the unified service, plan? yes

_g_

no _JL

ll. If yes in Number 6, are monthly reports ' de to the church board
meeting? yes ....!§_ no _l_
12. Do you have ushers in the SUnday school opening? (y.es~.!k-iO no ...i,_
13. What items are included in your Sunday school record system?
(che~)

Attendance
Offering

AJDmount

_a.
_L
_L
_Q_
_Q_
_Q_

On time
Saved
In training
Reads Bible __Q_
Wins souls
_Q_
Gives Missions 0
Y. P. M. S.
'l

Brought Bibles

-

2
Progress, sp:i.rit. _Q_
Test grades
_Q_
Attends church
__!_
Church membership __!_
Prays at home
0
Prays audibly
0
Mission study
O
Christian books
0
Others
.....!_

14. Do you have an absentee follow-up· system?' yes

...12...

no__§_

15. Do you have a special committee to ccn,t act the sick?'
yes __.,!_ no ...!2_
16. When does your S'Wlday sohool year begin?
-'"'~

~

mostly
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l.1. When is Rally Day? _
18. Do you have a Sunday school calendar? yes _Q_ no ...l2_

190 If so, please enclose one.

'

I'I

Thal'lk you.

20. Does your Sunday school provide adequate recreation!' yes ....!Q_ no _..2...

21. Do you have a theme for each period? yes__.!,_ no...!§....
V. Supervision

lo Do you know the names of everyone on the Sunday school roll?
yes ___;!_ no _.!Q._
2. Do you have a regular workers conference? yes __.1_ no

3.

~

If so, how o:ften

4. Do you plan each quarters work? yes___!_ no ..l:2,_
5. Do you use Sunday school standards? yes _L no ...l§_
6. If so check:
General standards -2._ Class standards __Q_ Others __Q_
Departments

11

.....!...

Teachers

"

.....!...

7. What kind of recognition do you use? (check)
Puhlic recognition
Certificates
Prizes
Bulletin boards.
Others
Awards
VI. Evangelism
1.

The approx. number of prospects for the Sunday school is _.§2. average

2.

When did you take a survey or religious: census last?

3. What methods. are used. in bringing the lost to Chr:is t, in Sunday
school?
4.

Has the Sunday school attendance increased over tre· last year?·
yes ....!§._ no --2...

5. If so, how much?

12. average

6.

How marJi1 Sunday school pupils were saved? ..!Q._average

7.

How ~· are already Christians? ~ average

a.

How ~ are sanctified? ~ average

9. How

~

are called to full time Christian service?" ..21_

10. Do you conduct regular visitation?

yes

n.

yes

Are workers trained in visitation?

_g_
-1...

no __.1_
no~

12. Do you give demonstrations and dril1 them on .the art of visitation
and evangelism?· yes _.2,_ no ...ll,_
13. Do workers report ml calls made? yes _.!Q._ no ......§._ If so, how?

···--·- 14'; Do you have· a Decision Day?: yes _i_ no _1Q_

j

I
)

J

15. In what ways·. does yaur Sunday school help prepare for revivals?
(check)
·

I

r
\

Advertising ..,ll_
Planning
l
Prayer lists _£
16. Does your

S~

Participat ion _ll_
Prayer meeting __l_
Others
_Q_

school support a missionary?' yes_£_ no ..J3._

17. In what way do~s your Sunday school give to missions?
Pennie a day

(check)

...lL,

10%, Birthday olteti.BgS . Special:\ offer:i.np, Li:feline Orphanage.

VII. Leadership Education and

Devel~nt

•·

D.o you have a leadership education and teachers ~
program?.' yes _.L no ...!2._

2o

What methods of leadership education are used in your church?

(check)

·

Workers conference _:J_
_§_
Observ~tion
_£_
Apprenticeship
--2...

Guided reading ~
Institutes
_.,2_
Visitation
__.,!_
others
_Q_

Training class

3. Do you have a church library? yes ...!1.. no .....!...
If so check what it contains:
Christian fiction. Missionary books., Training books, Bio~aphi.ea;
Theology, Bible expositions, . Childrens Bible s.t oriea;·· and books
on child training.
"

4~

Do you have a librarian?'

5.

Do you make an annual talent survey to discover prospective

yes _!Q._ no

leaders? yes _.2,_ no ...1.4._

_J_

I
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